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ABSTRACT
This thesis explores the technical and institutional issues related to the
implementation and maintenance of street network files for urban planning and
management. It addresses the following three questions that are critical to the successful
use and maintenance of this technology: 1) How can local, regional and state agencies
use street network files to develop and/or enhance existing digital basemaps in a practical
and cost effective manner? 2) If street network files are to be useful useful in urban
planning and management operations, how can local governments integrate this rich
source of information with existing paper and digital coverages to develop and effective
GIS? 3) What are the technical maintenance procedures and institutional requirements
necessary to make street network file maintenance sustainable?
The research is based on a combination of literature search, phone survey, and case study
research. The literature search explored current Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) research relevant sources. The phone survey, which was the basis for most of the
findings, interviewed a number of agencies which have implemented street network files
and the maintenance requirements necessary to support their continued use. The case
study research was used to provide a grounding in a local institutional setting which
anticipated street network file implementation. Since any one of the above research
methods used alone are less than ideal, the thesis attempted to combine multiple research
methodologies to compensate for the inherent limitations of any one method or design.
The research findings identify the importance of addressing issues relating to the
institutional integration and technical maintenance of street network files. A
development checklist to assist street network developers is presented. Furthermore,
specific recommendations concerning the integration and maintenance of street network
files at the state level are provided.
Thesis Supervisor: Lyna Wiggins
Title: Assistant Professor, Urban Studies and Planning
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In today's rapidly changing and complex urban environment, the key to effective urban
planning and management is accessibility to land and services information. This
information can be found in any number of formats (e.g., tabular, map, digital), and is
used and maintained by a number of city, county and regional planning departments.
Approximately 80 percent of the data maintained by these government agencies is
referenced to a distinct geographical entity such as street address, parcel, census block,
neighborhood, ward, etc. As a result, local governments throughout the United States are
rapidly moving towards the implementation and use of Geographic Information Systems
as a key tool to help them in their daily operating tasks. Although most local
governments have been slow to adopt new computer technology in the past, there is now
a growing interest to integrate this technology throughout government agencies. This
development is occurring due to the rich analytic and operational possibilities that this
technology promises to government planning and management operations.
As local governments begin to integrate GIS throughout their agencies, the advent of
desktop mapping and analysis tools provide a revolutionary new way to visualize and
associate spatial information. Street network files, combined with either low-cost
mapping packages or high-end GISs, now enable government users to easily undertake
spatial analysis of socio demographic variables on desktop computer platforms in ways
thought difficult a few years ago. Rather than associating addresses or parcel numbers in
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terms of lists and tables, information can now be queried and displayed on computer
maps, creating a more intuitive way of understanding spatially-referenced information.
Because existing urban information systems that are maintained by various local
government agencies have been designed to fulfill distinct departmental requirements,
the attribute information that they contain is typically associated with unique boundary
information (Huxhold 1991). For example, a planning department may research the
housing and social service needs of a neighborhood area; the assessing department will
use tax assessment districts to determine the assessed value of properties within that area;
and the police and fire departments will maintain their information based on emergency
dispatch or "beat" districts. Although these boundaries have been designed to better
serve distinct departmental purposes, they are rarely coterminous (Huxhold 1991). It is
this inability to integrate various databases which constrains efforts in integrating geo-
referenced information between various departments, thereby making meaningful
analysis extremely difficult.
A. THE PROBLEM
By referencing interrelated data by address, many standard local government record
keeping processes (e.g., streets maintenance, demographic analysis, utility billings, and
public services) can be indexed using address geocodes. The introduction of street
network files, combined with computer programs, now allows local government agencies
to attach geographic information (e.g., census tract, neighborhood area, tax district, etc.)
to non-graphic databases such as a tax roll and display the results in a mapped format.
This map database, which links geographic information with departmental information
by address, can then be used for a variety of planning, operations, cartography, and
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decision support purposes. For example, a planning department can now combine
statistical information from the Census Bureau's 1990 street network files, with local
assessing and neighborhood boundary information, to compute the average assessed
value of property by census block, census tract, or neighborhood area. Moreover, this
base file can be joined or related to it with other databases for further calculations.
The push for increased efficiency within local governments will inevitably push agencies
to use computers to automate existing processes. As the need for quality map and
attribute data increase, the demand for securing digital data will also soar. Furthermore,
if these technologies are to reach widespread use, the cost of securing spatial data must
decline. The need for digital data is also driving a continued interest in data exchange
between city, county, regional and state agencies. Depending on the influence of
individual agencies, each will play an important role in providing map and attribute
information of varying scale, accuracy and content. Fortunately, there is now emerging a
rich array of useful off-the-shelf street network database created by the U.S. Census
Bureau, U.S. Geological Survey, and commercial vendors which can satisfy some of
these needs.
Despite the current excitement surrounding these developments, the high cost of data
collection and map conversion has slowed the adoption of GIS for many city and county
agencies. This has occurred even though hardware and software prices continue to
decline and their performance continues to increase. Previous efforts to produce,
integrate and maintain accurate and detailed data have proven to be enormously costly.
The technical difficulty of accurately relating the city's parcel-level data with street
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network files is a non-trivial task. Furthermore, the continued maintenance of street
network files, in combination with department databases, presents particular challenges
to local governments. The necessity of designing practical institutional and
organizational structures to coordinate the maintenance of these files becomes
paramount. The author will attempt to address these issues throughout this thesis.
B. STATEMENT OF RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The thesis addresses questions in three areas. The first set of questions is concerned with
the variety of street network file applications. The second question addresses the
institutional and organizational integration requirements necessary for introducing this
technology into a local government setting. The final set of questions addresses the
technical and institutional issues arising from the necessity to maintain street network
files, including for what purposes this information is suited, and in what organizational
context.
1) USE AND VALUE OF STREET NETWORK FILES
How can local, regional and state agencies use street network files to develop and/or
enhance existing digital basemaps in a practical and cost effective manner?
2) INTEGRATION OF STREET NETWORK FILES IN LOCAL GOVERNMENT
If street network files can be useful in city and region-wide GIS operations, how can
local governments integrate this rich source of information with existing paper and
digital maps to develop an effective GIS?
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3) MAINTENANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY OF STREET NETWORK FILES
How are existing street network files being maintained by government agencies? What
are the technical maintenance standards and procedures that need to be adopted in order
to make network file maintenance sustainable? What institutional requirements need to
be in place (e.g., data exchange committees, inter-agency coordination) to facilitate
database maintenance in a multi-departmental and multi-agency setting?
C. RESEARCH DESIGN
The introduction of street network files and GIS in local government has been very
recent. Since research and theory-building in this area is in its formative stages, it was
necessary to investigate the innovations that have been put forth by practitioners (e.g.,
GIS managers and planners) in a natural setting. To effectively do this, the author
combined three research methods: case study interviews, phone surveys, and extensive
literature review. Since any one of the above research methods used alone are less
than ideal, this thesis attempted to combine multiple research methodologies to
compensate for the inherent limitations of any one method, strategy, or design. The
findings from each of the three strategies eventually led to convergence, and gave
validity to the results. The intent was to use multiple methods, each with it own strengths
and weaknesses, in order to avoid any of the serious flaws of any one research design
(McGrath 1982).
1) LITERATURE SEARCH
Existing literature relating to the principals of case study research, municipal
information, urban management, planning reports from case study communities, etc., was
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explored. The body of literature pertaining to street network files in general, and
GBF/DIME, TIGER and U.S. Geographical Survey's Digital Line Graphs DLGs in
particular, provided a focus. The sources for the literature search were primarily the
Urban and Regional Information Systems Association (URISA) Conference Proceedings,
GIS/LIS Conference Proceedings, and a variety of the U.S. Census Bureau's Geography
Division Reports. One of the main problems with much of the literature from these
sources (particularly from the conference proceedings) was that the cases tended to focus
on a single unit of observation which may not be the best basis for sound case study
research. In addition, most of the authors were too attached to the particular setting to
provide an unbiased or critical evaluation of their implementation and maintenance
procedures.
2) CASE STUDY
The City of Cambridge case study examined existing planning and management
operations within a local government setting. It employed multiple methods of data
collection (e.g., personal interviews, phone interviews, field visits, attending meetings,
etc.) within various city departments. The setting was a "typical" local government
attempting to integrate street network files into its municipal operations. The boundaries
of this case study were not clearly evident at the onset of the research. Subsequent work
led the researcher to investigate nine departments for potential street network
implementation (e.g., community development, public works, assessing, emergency
management, etc.). The thesis does not address the Cambridge case study directly, since
the city has yet to implement street network files. This case was used primarily to
provide a grounding in the local government institutional setting, and to provide an
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example of a locality considering road network files implementation.
An assumption has been made that many aspects of this case can be considered typical of
U.S. cities considering the integration of street network data, such as TIGER, into their
GIS planning and management operations. This case was selected partly for convenience,
since the author was undertaking a GIS-related internship project with the City's
Department of Community Development at the time. The experience provided a
grounding in the institutional setting, thereby creating a real-life context for
understanding the institutional characteristics of the phone surveys. The internship
experience provided a first-hand understanding of the case setting, without sacrificing the
objectivity which may stem from being part of the setting or having a stake in the
outcome.
Knowledgeable staff from the City of Cambridge were interviewed. These interviews
assisted the author to: (1) understand the planning, operational and administrative tasks
of each department; (2) examine each of their spatial information requirements; and (3)
assess how street network files might be used to improve on their tasks. In some
instances slight difficulties were encountered when some of the interviewees were not
familiar with computers, GIS or street network files. In these cases, the author played the
role of educator, by explaining the technology and working with the staff in finding out
how this technology could be used to improve their tasks. Although Cambridge can be
considered a typical eastern U.S. municipality, it will inevitably differ from other local
governments which may be larger or smaller, have different responsibilities, and may be
fast-growing as compared to declining regions of the country.
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3) PHONE SURVEY
The Phone Survey component of the research comprised of interviews with 32 GIS
managers and supervisors who are experienced in the use of road network files. Because
this technology is relatively new, the surveys selectively targeted GIS managers in city,
county, regional and state planning agencies throughout the U.S. which can be
considered advanced users of street network files. Although the research attempted to
query public agencies from diverse parts of the country, the sample concentrated on local
governments in the westem U.S. who tended to be some of the more advanced users of
street network files. A random survey was not used because such a survey would
produce very few users of street network files. The phone survey also addressed possible
street network file integration strategies between different levels of government (vertical
integration), as well as departments within an agency (horizontal integration).
A questionnaire was designed (See Appendix 2) to guide the the author in each interview.
Since the research was attempting to investigate current uses of this technology, the
phone survey was designed to: (1) locate existing users of street network files; (2)
identify the person best suited to undertake question (e.g., director of planning, GIS
manager, etc.); and (3) explore the agency's experiences in street network file
implementation and maintenance. The survey was conducted in a manner that allowed
each person interviewed to explain the setting and its particular set of circumstances. The
author found the survey respondents quite cooperative and extremely competent at
addressing a wide range of technical, institutional and organizational questions.
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GIS managers and coordinators from government agencies and private firms (listed in
Appendix 1) were selected for the phone survey based on recommendations from
knowledgeable GIS sources and from the author's own research of the GIS literature.
While undertaking the survey, those being interviewed were asked for the names of other
GIS "experts" whose input would be valuable to this research. Thus, through a process of
forward chaining, the list of interviewees increased. This introduction of additional
respondents added to the richness of the data, by allowing the researcher to explore more
of the important topics pertaining to street network files such as applications, integration,
maintenance, and questions about the best use of these files for various types of
governments (e.g., local government, county government, state agencies, etc.).
These surveys were intended to share some of the user's first hand experiences with
street network files. The research also explored essential maintenance procedures
currently being undertaken by each agency. Furthermore, there was an emphasis on
exploring some of the institutional arrangements necessary to integrate this information
into the overall framework of an agency's GIS. The results of these surveys have
revealed evidence of repeated uses of network files for particular uses and by particular
departments. The findings regarding applications, implementation, and maintenance
procedures are highlighted in the following chapters. It was felt that incorporating the
results of the phone surveys with the case study allowed for cross-case analysis, thereby
strengthening the generality of the thesis results.
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D. OUTLINE OF THESIS
The following chapters of this thesis will attempt to address the problem of how street
network files can play a role in local government planning and management operations.
In doing so, the three research questions will be addressed thoroughly.
CHAPTER 2
Chapter 2 presents the background literature in Geographical Information Systems (GIS)
and street network files. It provides a descriptive summary of the history and
composition of currently used street network files. This is essential to understand, if one
is to use these files for a variety of purposes, including for some applications uses other
than what they were originally intended.
CHAPTER 3
The third chapter presents some of the myriad of local government applications which
make use of street network files. These applications were those noted from the survey
results and literature search.
CHAPTER 4
Chapter 4 will address the implementation of street network files in a range of settings
from local government to federal agencies. This chapter addresses some of the
institutional issues necessary for effective maintenance of these files across departments
and agencies.
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CHAPTER 5
The fifth chapter explores some of the more common integration issues that arise from
the introduction of these files in local government. It will address some existing efforts
and issues arising from integrating these files into a more comprehensive government
information setting.
CHAPTER 6
This chapter addresses various issues relating to the technical maintenance of street
network files. It proposes technical solutions to maintaining these files along with some
procedures necessary to make these files sustainable over time.
CHAPTER 7
Chapter 7 will address the institutional issues necessary for making use and maintenance
of the files possible. Particular emphasis in placed on how institutions must adjust their
existing operations to make best use of these new technologies. Furthermore, importance
is placed on the fact that these files require constant updating to be of the most use for
public planning and management.
CHAPTER 8
This final chapter summarizes the value of street network file use in government. Issues
relating to institutional integration and technical maintenance will be addressed followed
by a development checklist intended to assist street network developers. Furthermore, a
proposal to coordinate the integration and maintenance of street network files state-wide
is put forth. The chapter concludes with some suggestions for future research in this
area.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION
Before venturing into the research findings, it is useful to first review the existing
literature relating the use of Geographic Information Systems as well as the background
literature relating to street network files. This chapter will attempt to describe the variety
of street network files currently available. A brief history of the development of each
type of street network file, along with a description of some of their more important
components will be explained. The existing limitations of these files for urban planning
and management will also be emphasized.
The findings in this chapter come primarily from the field of Geographic Information
Systems. Although this is a relatively new field, there is a great deal of current literature
emerging from this area. Many of the references originate from journals and proceedings
from such organizations such as: International Journal of Geographic Information
Systems, The Journal and Proceedings of Urban and Regional Information Systems
Association (URISA), and the Proceedings of GIS/LIS.
A. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
In order to gain an understanding of the role that computerized street network files play
in local government operations and planning tasks, it is important to first introduce the
role of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and computerized mapping. Although
street network files, with the aid of relational data base software, are currently used for
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operations and analysis in their textual form, they are increasingly being integrated into
GISs for the spatial display of street network characteristics.
1. DEFINITION OF GIS
A GIS is more than specialized software, hardware and databases. As defined by the
National Research Council's National Mapping Needs Study, a GIS is a structural
approach to collecting, archiving, analyzing, manipulating, and displaying data having
one or more spatial components, using a combination of personnel, equipment, computer
software, and organizational procedures (NRC 1990). Increasingly, a GIS is being
recognized as an organizational package, which also includes people, personal skills,
operational practices and corporate expectations. Thus, a GIS is not a concrete entity,
but is integrated into the "human and institution context within which it is located
(Campbell 1990:2)."
The evolution of GISs can be traced to development of computer assisted mapping and
analysis in the 1960's and 1970's (Burrough 1986). These developments were initially
designed as methods to overlay and combine diverse kinds of data into a single map
summarizing geographic, cultural, and scientific attributes. Since that time (e.g., 1980 -
1990), GISs have evolved and have been optimized for a variety of uses including land-
use analysis and planning; natural resource management; land-form interpretation;
census mapping and analysis; route or corridor selection; natural hazard assessment;
scientific studies; and military traffic assessment.
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2. GIS CAPABILITIES
These software and hardware tools allow users to understand the spatial relationship of
objects to other objects (topology), and to real world coordinates. Spatial database layers
can be displayed separately, or as a combination of coverages. The graphic overlay,
allows different "transparent"coverages to be superimposed on one another for analysis.
This process allowed the user to do in the computer much the same analysis that
Landscape Architect, Ian McHarg had proposed using paper maps and acetate for
environmental analysis (McHarg 1969). But the real difference between a graphical
overlay and a topological overlay is what distinguishes a GIS from software (such as
many computer aided software packages) that merely combine transparent coverages for
analysis. A GIS will allow users to overlay multiple coverages; moreover, it has the
ability to build a new combined coverage with integrates the distinct attribute features
from each unique layer, while still maintaining topological referencing.
A GIS can also assimilate large-scale spatial information (e.g., engineering design, water
supply networks) which requires high accuracy and then aggregate it for more general
purposes, such as land use planning, which requires less detail. Other statistical
information such as housing counts, building permits, and crime incidents which are
collected as part of the operational tasks of municipal departments can be aggregated by
various geographic units (e.g., block, tract, ZIP code, county, etc.). Hence, detailed
records that are collected and maintained for operational purposes within departments
can also be aggregated for the planning and management sections of those departments,
or for similar uses by other departments (Dangermond 1989).
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Until recently, most GISs were run on mainframes or large minicomputers. With the
recent advances in computer hardware and GIS software, workstation platforms are
becoming more readily accessible to local government agencies. But this rapid growth
intensifies the increasing and bewildering complexity of technical and institutional issues
which need to be overcome in order to begin making progress in GIS development.
3. INSTITUTIONAL IMPACTS OF GIS
Progress in the technical aspects of GIS development lies not only with the purchase of
state-of-the-art hardware and software, but also in the development of a practical
database models and institutional mechanisms which facilitate the maintenance of spatial
data. The types of data that municipalities require generally exist in one or more
existing agencies (e.g., parcel level data is maintained by Assessing Office; neighborhood
housing and demographic information is maintained by Planning Department).
Furthermore, data found in one agency (e.g., street network data for ambulance dispatch)
often reside in and are maintained by another agency (e.g., roads maintenance or
planning). Unfortunately, such data are often not readily available in the format or
location necessary for reuse or data sharing. Hence, duplication of effort in data
collection, storage, and maintenance occurs regularly. The integration of land related
data entities for a given study area into a single unified system can work towards
eliminating the duplication of effort and cost, and result in greater efficiencies for the
jurisdiction(s) involved (Dangermond 1989). Furthermore, the information in the data
base must be routinely maintained to make the results of any analysis meaningful.
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As the introduction of GIS technology transforms the way in which many public
institutions undertake mapping, spatial analysis and spatial operations, new institutional
relationships and operational requirements will arise. For example, the ability to share
data between municipal departments and their various computer systems poses a very
real problem in terms of data compatibility, system maintenance, scale of analysis, and
coordination. Dueker and Vrana suggest:
New systems and data flows may require new organizational structures
and/or coordination mechanisms to take full advantage of the new
technology. Rarely can new technology be imposed on existing structures
and achieve maximum performance without some modifications of those
structures. Consequently, the need for organizational development and
change must be anticipated.
[Furthermore] new organizations are having to face the issue of
combining or better coordinating the mapping units of planning,
engineering, and land management departments, given the integration of
technologies. This entails a number of complications. The transfer of
digital mapping units to data processing units moves planners, engineers
and cartographers who have adopted digital methods to unfamiliar
ground and possibly unsympathetic supervision. It also removes digital
mapping applications from direct contact with the user
community.(Dueker and Vrana 1990:8).
Increasingly, institutional change is resulting with the introduction of GISs in public
agencies. It is altering the working responsibilities within organizations, and affecting
relationships between agencies. As we shall see in the following chapters, the use of GIS
technology is forging new relationships between public and private entities, many of
which have yet to be fully evaluated. Furthermore, GIS introduction is not a neutral
process within an organization. Research points to the fact that it is creating an
imperative that is requiring social and institutional change (NRC 1990). Some
researchers have observed that, "many of the difficulties users face in exploiting
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computer-based systems lie in the way in which the technology is embedded in a
complex set of social relationships (Kling and Scacchi 1989)." As shown in Figure 1,
the operational, analysis and decision making process all rely on various actors
cooperating in the creation, integration and maintenance of spatial information.
Figure 1
A Decision Support System Using GIS
ACTIVITIES ACTORS
Government
Officials
Outcomes ^ctv"t Decision Making Proc..s &
LegislatureCommissions
Management
I I Scientific
Analysis "" otq eCommunity
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Agencies
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Source: NRC 1990, 20.
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As shown in Huxhold's Policy, Management and Operating Pyramid (Figure 2), the
information base which supports operations activities (e.g., assessing, public works, tax
billing) forms a basis for management and policy decisions. As one moves up the
pyramid the volume of information decreases since the information required at the
management and policy levels is an aggregated aggregate of what is below. When
information reaches the top levels of policy making, plans and programs will be
formulated which will be implemented at the operational levels of government.
Figure 2
Management and Operating Pyramid
Plans and Programs
Policy
E
Source: Huxhold 1990, 14.
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B. STREET NETWORK FILES:
These files in their most simple form can be thought of as digitized street maps. Street
network information can generally be displayed on computer monitors or plotted in the
form of paper maps. These digital databases combine address information (e.g., address
number, street address, street type, city, state, ZIP code, etc.) with the other feature data
necessary to describe a street network and boundary information (e.g., block and census
tracts, school district boundaries, segment shape points, etc.). By considering each street
as a series of lines, and each intersection as a node, an entire region covered by the file
can be viewed as a series of interrelated nodes, lines and enclosed polygons. This
information is generally maintained in a standardized file format. Each record contains
fields of information on items such as street name, block number, etc. (Figure 3).
Figure 3
Address Range, Street Name and Block Code Description
1199 L12 1150 1149 L14 1100 1099 LIS 1010
Beckious 9 Wy
BLOCK #6 o BLOCK #7
1199 L20 110 1099 L22 1020
_......_._._...........
0 -3SourceBertrand Dr 1 6
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Source Huhod190912
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1. CONTENTS OF STREET NETWORK FILES
Other linear features such as streams, for example, may also be defined in terms of
segments or nodes. Polygons, such as county and school district boundaries, can also be
formed by using the street boundaries to build jurisdictions. These files, depending on
their source, can contain other useful geographical information such as:
a. Census geography: tracts, blocks, voting precincts, etc. These fields
are common in the Census line files as well as with most of the
commercial files.
b. Postal geography: Street name, address ranges, and ZIP codes.
c. Coordinate measurements: latitude/longitude, state plane, or other
world-wide referencing scheme.
d. Topological information: Expression of how streets intersect and how
lines connect to form block or tract boundaries.
e. Other Features: Some of the more common attributes found on generic
street network files include hydrography, and point features such as
monuments and place names.
With the release of 1990 U.S. Census street network information local, county, state and
federal agencies will be able to access a street network file for the entire U.S., including
its territories. These files contain a digital description of the nation's political and
statistical geographic areas, enabling them to be easily matched with 1990 Census data,
also to be released in digital format. As described in Chapter 3, there are unlimited
applications for such database combinations whether the attribute data come from the
Census Bureau or are provided in-house. In either case, the importance of maintaining
these files regularly with current address ranges, U.S. Postal Service ZIP codes, and street
naming conventions cannot be overlooked. A database has no value if the information
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that it holds has decayed through improper maintenance.
2. DIGITAL LINE GRAPHS (DLG)
The U.S. Geographical Survey has been actively developing digital cartographic and
geographic data and standards since the early 1970's. The Digital Line Graph (DLG)
databases are one of these products which offer a consistently accurate source of
basemap information. The database will provide a comprehensive coverage of
transportation and hydographic features. DLG databases are available for the entire
United States at scales of 1:100,000 and 1:2,000,000. One product is the 1:100:000
DLG data, which offers a consistently accurate source of base map information. This
series was designed to facilitate automated data capture (e.g., raster scanner); thereby
enabling rapid and economical cartographic database development. Files at the 1:24,000
scale are currently available for selected portions of the country.
DLGs are composed of topologically structured arc and node records which depict the
roads and boundary information necessary for many transportation planning purposes.
The USGS has implemented the topological concepts of adjacency and connectivity to
encode the digital data, thereby defining spatial relationships between various map
elements (Batten 1989).
Findings regarding the accuracy of DLG's has revealed that when 1:24,000 scale DLG's
are overlaid against digitized 1:24,000 maps, the majority of the data are either directly
on or within a pixel of the 1:24,000's information (ESRI 1989). DLG information can be
exchanged and input directly into most GISs using the DLG exchange format. USGS
officials believe that the 1:100:000 scale digital data base will provide the geographic
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framework necessary for small-scale 1 GIS mapping and analysis for the rest of the
century (USGS 1984).
3. U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS GBF/DIME FILES
Because of the enormous amount of effort required in the collection and classification of
population data, the Census Bureau has almost always been in the forefront of data
processing technology, usually making quick use of the available technology in
computing. The tremendous task of Census population enumeration became particularly
apparent after the 1960 Census, where conducting a door-to-door census count became
impractical. It was this year that the Census Bureau realized that the computer, with the
assistance of local governments, would be a necessary and cost effective tool for
enumeration (Holtzheimer 1982).
History of GBFIDIME
In 1964, one of the founding fathers of the Census Bureau's street network file
development system, Robert 0. Dial, published Dial's Street Address Conversion System
(SACS). This eventually became a guide to future development of an address coding
system (Barb 1980). Three years earlier, the AULT (Automated Location Table) was
being developed by the Tri-State Transportation Commission (New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut) by Paul Rosenberg and Associates (Kinsey 1977). This was a highly
sophisticated system designed to identify and measure land parcels and blocks for land
inventory, analysis, and forecasting of potential developable area. At the same time,
1 A small scale map is displayed for a large geographic area such as a county, state or country. The Scale is
small because the numeric value of the ratio defined by the scale (e.g., 1"=24,000) is small compared to a
large-scale map drawn at 1"=50' (Huxhold 1990).
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Edgar M. Harwood was using the computer to make simple maps by printing statistical
values in grid format to display unique variables (Burrough 1986).
Meanwhile, the Census Bureau was preparing for its first mail-out/mail back census for
1970. The Address Coding Guide (ACG) became the tool for the initial testing of the
mail-out/mail-back Census (Holtzheimer 1982). The Census devised ACG as a
methodology to encode information about the relationship of housing unit addresses to
the streets and other features shown on Census Maps. It was a tool designed to do what a
paper map once did for an enumerator. To complete the ACG process, a clerk used the
Census Bureau's map and local address reference material to enter information about
each section of the street on a worksheet. The ACG computer files contained only
textual street information. They were not based on topology and as a result, the
Geography Department could not detect or correct many of the errors made during the
encoding process. Furthermore, it contained no real world coordinate system (Marx
1986).
For the 1980 Census, the Geography Division converted the ACG's from the 1970 census
into a series of computer files called Geographic Base File or Dual Independent Map
Encoding files, commonly referred to as GBF/DIME files. The Census Bureau, in
cooperation with the U.S. Geological Survey, used 1:100,000 USGS Digital Line Graphs
as the base map for DIME file development in over 200 Standard Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (SMSA's). By depicting each street segment as a series of lines and each
intersection as a node, an entire region covered by the file is viewed as a series of
interrelated nodes, lines and enclosed areas. Unfortunately, GBF/DIME files did not have
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the cartographic quality of the DLG files. The linework in GBF/DIME resembles
"sticks", since the features were represented as a series of straight lines without shape
points (LaMacchia 1990). This approach, which was based in graph theory as its
conceptual framework, combined the ACG address information with the graph
information necessary for describing a street network (LaMacchia 1980). As shown in
Figure 4, it considers each street as a series of lines and each intersection as a node, the
entire region covered by the file can then be viewed as a series of interrelated nodes, lines
and enclosed areas. Each "node" at the end of a street or any other type of line
(boundary) is given a number unique to an individual Census Tract. A street or line
segment would have a numbered node at each end of the segment. Each Census block
formed by its encompassing line would also be given a number unique to an individual
Census Tract (Holtzheimer 1982).
Figure 4
Portion of 1980 GBF/DIME Map and Related ACG
ZEBRA CITY a855 302 Adams Twp OOs
304 99 101 303 113 115 121 .123 199 201 502
15 MAIN ST. 14
so 100 112 114 122 1124 198 200
307 308 < 509
APPLE ST.
408 407 606
Autauga Co., Ala.
(001) (01)
Street Census Block Address)
Name Place Tract Number Range
MAIN ST. 8855 15 303 101-113
MAIN ST. 8855 15 302 115-121
MAIN ST. ---- 15 302 123-199
MAIN ST. 8855 15 308 100-122
MAIN ST. ---- 15 308 124-198
Source: Marx 1986, 186.
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Generically, both the ACGs and GBF/DIME files are address referencing files. The
address range-to-block number relationship information is imbedded in the address
reference files and allows the computer to "see" what addresses fit into each block using
computer matching algorithms that automate the geocoding function previously done by
an enumerator (Marx 1986).
These database standards were maintained for each of the over 200 SMSAs throughout
the country. The GBF/DIME files contained all of the information in the ACG, in
addition to railroad features, streams, and tabulation area boundaries. In addition, node
points, feature IDs and their corresponding latitude and longitude were added at the
intersections of streets and boundaries. This gave the files the beginning of a topological
structure (Marx 1986).
Description of GBFIDIME
As mentioned above, DIME was developed primarily as a mapping tool to assist with the
1980 Census enumeration process. It provided a methodology to encode information
about the relationship of housing addresses to the streets and other boundary features
shown on Census maps. Moreover, each block, census tract and other geographic
division is individually numbered. Special codes for these geographic areas (those on the
left and right sides of the street segment) are also included for each record in the
GBF/DIME.
The GBF/DIME data base offered users an automated way to enter census statistics into
computers for mapping and analytical purposes. In addition, the Census Bureau
developed a variety of software programs to help local government agencies use the files.
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The ADMATCH program was one such program designed to prepare a file of address
data records and a suitable address referencing system (e.g., GBF/DIME file) for
matching and transferring the geographic codes from the reference file to the
appropriately matched address record (LaMacchia 1980).
Limitations of DIME
Since various components of the GBF/DIME files were produced by separate, complex
clerical operations, many inconsistencies and encoding errors were found. Other
problems that severely limited the usefulness of GBF/DIME files when they were
released in 1981 include: (1) coverages included only the urbanized portions of SMSA's;
(2) they represented the geography of 1976 or 1977, which was outdated by almost 5
years at the time of their release; (3) the Census Bureau did not have a consistent and
ongoing program to update the GBF/DIME files; and (4) the GBF/DIME files did not
contain all of the detailed feature attribute information contained in the original DLG
files, since there was no intent to use them to produce computer drawn maps.
Furthermore, programs which were written to make use of these files existed only on
specific mainframes (e.g., Sperry mainframe).
4. U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS TIGER FILES
The Census Bureau leamed from its early experiences with GBF/DIME in creating
TIGER -- an improved street street network file for the whole country designed as a
mapping tool for the 1990 Census. TIGER stands for Topologically Integrated
Geographic Encoding and Referencing. It integrates all of the information necessary to
administer the 1990 Census enumeration process. For example, all statistical maps and
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reference maps for the Census will be computer plotted from the TIGER database. A
sample of the 1990 Pre-Census TIGER map for Cambridge, MA is shown in Figure 5.
These files can be thought of as computerized street maps overlaid with complete 1990
Census geography (e.g., tracts, blocks, MCDs, etc.) and postal information (e.g. street
names, address ranges and ZIP codes) necessary for geocoding (Cooke and Levaseur
1990).
Figure 5
Portion of 1990 Pre-Census TIGER Map for Cambridge, MA
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census 1990
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History of TIGER
TIGER has been under development by the U.S. Census Bureau's Geography Division
since the early 1980's. Designed to play a supporting role in the 1990 Census,
TIGER Line File was developed jointly between the U.S. Census Bureau
and the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). The TIGER line coverage for
the 200 plus SMSAs was taken from GBFIDIME. For the remaining rural
and previously undeveloped areas (98 percent of the country), the USGS
provided Digital Line Graphs (DLG) at the scale of 1:100,000. This
cooperative program involved the USGS photographically reducing their
traditional artwork, mosaicking the reduced map sheets, scribing the new
sheets at 1:100,000 scale, and then scanning these map sheets to convert
them to computer readable format. The Census' Geography Division
assigned the USGS attribute codes to the road files as part of the
cooperative effort; the USGS performed similar work on hydrography,
railroads, and miscellaneous transportation files. The USGS provided
these digital data to the Census Bureau in DLG-3 format. The Census
Bureau then converted these files into a single, topologically structured
file. During this conversion, the Census Bureau edge-matched all the
DLG files, and then integrated the four separate "layers" of data into a
single file, determining and storing coordinates for all the feature
intersections (where a street crosses a railroad). As part of this process,
the Census Bureau converted the detailed USGS attribute codes into a
more general Census Feature Class Code consisting of various classes of
roads, streams, railroads, and so forth (LaMacchia 1990:3).
In the urban areas, the Census Bureau already had a large investment in the 1980
GBF/DIME files that contained all feature names and address ranges for each street link.
As mentioned above, these files were originally based on USGS 1:100,000 DLGs. They
also contained the 1980 census geographic area codes, such as county, city, census tract,
and block. The Census Bureau contracted out the merging of these files to the nearest
USGS 1:24,000 scale topographic quadrangle boundary. In addition, contractors updated
the features and feature names in the GBF/DIME files and corrected the 1980 census
geographic area codes in the file. The Census Bureau then took these extended
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GBF/DIME files and converted them to the TIGER database format, edge-matching them
along the quadrangle boundaries with the information obtained from the converted and
updated 1:24,000 scale DLG-3 files. The Census settled on the 1:100:000 scale base for
the purpose of creating TIGER 1990 Census. This was done partly because the original
DIME files were developed at that scale, and because the use of larger scale map scales
(e.g., 1:24:000 or greater) would have been too costly. Interestingly, as noted in a report
by a National Research Council, by "focusing on their own mandates and missions, the
[USGS and Census Bureau] did not fully comprehend the character and size of the user
community they would ultimately serve." This national user community of local, state
and federal agencies, marketing firms, etc., is now grappling with how best to use these
files that the Census Bureau has made available.
Description of TIGER
Although this street network file has integrated some of the previous features of
GBF/DIME files, it has improved on them dramatically. Five of the more significant
improvements include: (1) the geographic coverage and size of the national file has
increased by an order of magnitude; (2) TIGER contains eight record types rather than
just one; (3) the use of "shape" records which allow the line features to show curvature
between nodes; (4) some increased coordinate precision which is essential for use in
GISs; (5) more attribute information is linked through multiple tables, rather than on a
single flat file (Cooke 1990). Moreover, it provides a seamless off-the-shelf street
network coverage of the entire United States.
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TIGER, like its GBF/DIME predecessor, contains cartographic information, feature
attributes, and a coding scheme for relating 1990 Census socio-economic data to the
cartographic base. It integrates street names and address ranges for each road segment,
jurisdictional boundaries, block and tract boundaries along with a host of other features.
The Census Bureau also updated the TIGER data base with the basic 1990 governmental
unit boundaries, along with the same year's census tract and block numbering area
(BNA) boundaries and codes. TIGER does not contain information about tract
population, housing or other statistics collected by the Census Bureau. This information
can be linked to TIGER using any relational data base software or GIS for display and
analysis.
Although TIGER line files can be raw and incomplete, they nonetheless provide users
with a high resolution nationwide source of base-mapping information. These files
represent a "snapshot" of political and statistical entities of the nation with their selected
base features as of January 1990 (Broom and Meixler 1990).
The TIGER line files cover every county in the United States as well as Puerto Rico, the
Virgin Islands of the United States, Guam, American Samoa, the Northern Marianan
Islands, and the Pacific territories for which the U.S. Census Bureau assists in the census
taking process. The average file size of TIGER/Line for a state is 400 megabytes. The
average file size for a county is 6 megabytes. The size of all files for the entire nation is
about 19,000 megabytes. This data base is currently in the public domain and is
available on computer tape or CD ROM. Since the Census Bureau currently has limited
plans to maintain this coverage before the next census, private companies and public
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agencies will inevitably become cost effective sources for updated TIGER files for both
private and public sector uses.
Limitations of TIGER
As with GBF/DIME, the TIGER Line Files also have a number of important attribute and
topological limitations of their own. It is important to note them, thereby providing users
with the background necessary to evaluate the usefulness of these file for particular
applications:
1) The Census bureau did not adhere to National Map Accuracy Standards in
preparing its line geography. The positional accuracy may not be consistent
throughout the data base, in some cases it has been off by more than 200 meters
(Batten 1989).
2) Edge matching of the various cartographic data sets which originated from
three different sources further affected the relational accuracy.
3) In the rural areas, TIGER currently does not contain address ranges and has
limited ZIP coding.
4) There is no unique identification attribute that is common between the TIGER
and DLG data bases that could be used as a relational link (Batten, 1989). For
users of DLG files such an identifier would be useful for relating Census
information from TIGER over to their own road coverages.
5) The Census Bureau has yet to establish a workable local data maintenance
program with digital data exchange formats which would standardize the upkeep
of these files by the private and public sector users.
6) There are errors in the spelling of street names as well as inconsistent
maintenance of street name changes.
7) TIGER address range information for some has been poorly coded by the
Census Bureau. For example, address ranges for some streets are all located on
the first segment, with the remaining segments having blank address ranges.
8) The line network is displayed as a planer graph thereby making the display of
complex 3-dimensional interchanges (e.g., highway overpasses, tunnels, etc.)
nearly impossible.
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9) The existing cartography allows limited representation of road characteristics
(e.g., one-way roads, left turn lanes, interchanges, etc.).
10) Precision of the network geography becomes a problem when it is
superimposed with other coverages (e.g., parcel coverage, expanded road
coverage).
Despite TIGER's shortcomings, it is quickly becoming the principal source of street
network information in the U.S.. For many municipal planning purposes, TIGER seems
to be performing very well. Donald Cooke, an expert in the use and development of
TIGER recently praised the usefulness of this basemap in the following manner:
TIGER remains in my estimation the most important product that will
come out of the 1990 Census. Despite the value of a new statistical
portrait of almost 250 million Americans, the potential value of TIGER is
likely to surpass it. By the end of the coming decade, a large proportion
of travel and transport will be regulated, guided, or assisted by
derivatives of the TIGER data base. We don't yet know what the effects of
a nationwide digital map will be, except that much has to be done to reap
the potential value from it (NRC 1990).
5. COMMERCIALLY ENHANCED STREET NETWORK FILES
A variety of commercial vendors (e.g., ETAK, Geographic Data Technology) have taken
Census street network fies and enhanced them for specific purposes. Enhancements can
include: intersection numbers, street names, link numbers of each street, address ranges
of the streets, and the block, census track and political boundaries on the right and left
sides of the street. These products provide vital network information to public and
private sector users who require updated attribute information and/or improved precision
from existing Census street network files. Private vendors can furnish local, county,
regional and state govemments with enhanced network information, in addition to
providing update services. Furthermore, these firms can play an important role in
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customizing locally maintained road network files to suit a variety of local, regional and
state requirements. It is important that the public agencies realize the existence of these
services and look to them in providing current information at a level of accuracy not
possible with raw DIME or TIGER files.
ETAK
The ETAK Mapbase is a digital street centerline network with improved positional
precision. It is based on the DIME street network format with a coverage for most of the
urban areas in the country. ETAK contains road class designations (e.g. one way streets),
and in some cases major landmark features. ETAK has targeted these files for
applications in transportation planning, vehicle routing and Intelligent Vehicle Highway
Systems (IVHS).
Geographic Data Technology
The Geographic Data Technology (GDT) DYNAMAP 2000 files are derived from the
TIGER street network files. GDT's enhancement of TIGER includes the digitizing of
new streets, applying the 5-digit ZIP code inventory for the urban areas of the country.
Moreover, ETAK is enhancing the address ranges in the non-SMSA areas which are
currently missing in TIGER. These files are marketed to users, such as marketing
managers, and researchers in public and private firms, who need an updated street
network, ZIP codes, enhanced address ranges.
One must be cautioned that some of the commercial vendors have modified the original
DIME and TIGER file structure, thereby requiring a specialized import program to read
these files into existing mapping and GIS software. Nevertheless, these value-added
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resellers of Census street network files promise to be an important source of off-the-shelf
street network files which can be used by public and private agencies. These products
provide information to public and private sector users who require updated attribute
information and/or improved precision from existing Census street network files.
6. STATE DOT ROAD NETWORK FILES
Road network files are regularly maintained by state Departments of Transportation
(DOT) and contain detailed description of the main state highway network. Each state
has generally developed its own standards regarding the variety of highway information
inventoried, attribute identification and maintenance. Information such as highway
name, type, lane width, road condition and setback are generally included. State DOTs
use USGS 1:100,000 DLG line data, or have used Intergraph systems to digitize the
state's road network base and associated highway attributes. These files generally do not
include address ranges, but they do outline political boundaries and hydrography
information. DOT street network files are usually corrected geometrically and updated to
take into account new highway construction. Because of their scale and level of detail
these maps are not very useful as a street network coverage in urban areas, but they have
proven useful in rural areas.
Limitations of DOT files
A limitation of using standard road network information for transportation is the issue of
segmentation (e.g., how line segments are created and for what purpose). Although the
process of segmenting line files at line intersections may make sense for common urban
street network applications, it has its limitations when applied to highway representation.
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Highways segments in urban areas may have very little meaning to a DOT if the line
segments do not connect in reality (e.g., a street overpass on a highway). In rural areas
there may be too few intersecting roads to make the segmentation useful. Moreover,
since DOT's are concerned with land land and attribute features such as on-ramps, off-
ramps, highway signs, bridges, pavement conditions, etc., it is necessary to develop a
method whereby highway attribute information is assigned to a specific segment. As the
amount of road network data grows, dividing lines into increasingly smaller segments
becomes untenable, requiring new techniques like dynamic segmentation to address the
increased complexity.
Dynamic Segmentation
The use of dynamic segmentation provides such a method to segment a roadway,
whereby an abstract linear feature is defined (e.g., a subdivision of highway 25 miles
long). Corresponding highway attributes or "events" (e.g., bridges, overpasses, potholes)
are then registered to these segments using a range of one-dimensional measures. By
incorporating mileposts, each of these events have attributes identifying which linear
feature the event belongs to, and the beginning (From) end (To) measures of the event on
the linear feature. With dynamic segmentation, attributes can be located by their AT
kilometer location, FROM to TO location kilometer segment, or at the FROM, TO, or
mid-point location of a segment (Chursinoff 1990). Since the position of these features is
independent of the original street segment topology, it is important to know when the
data come from different sources or are generated after internal segmentation. Changes to
the attribute data and attribute data location can take place without having to edit the
spatial database. Furthermore, by using multiple event tables, various types of attributes
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(e.g., traffic volumes, road classifications, road condition) can be linked with the same
measure system.
7. DIGITIZED STREET CURB LINE AND CENTERLINE FILES
These very detailed road network coverages are the result of either in-house or contracted
digitizing of the street curbline (for parcel-level mapping) or the street centerline from
large scale orthophotos. The scale of the actual digitized photo can vary from 1:100 for
very detailed engineering and surveying purposes to 1:5,000 and over for more
generalized planning and maintenance operations. These layers are hand digitized or
scanned and include line segments, intersection nodes, etc. Preferably, the photography
or scanned maps are rectified to a standard coordinate system to avoid the distortion
inherent from aerial photography. Due to their large scale, these coverages are generally
more positionally accurate than the TIGER or 1:100,000 DLG files. Since the files are
created from scratch, attribute data must be associated to them to be of more use than
simply a graphic display of a street boundary. In which case, the street right-of-ways
appear as empty gaps on the map, rather than connected lines with address ranges that
can support network analysis. Their full value is realized only when the centerline
geography is combined with TIGER or other attribute data (e.g., water, sewer, cable
lines), thereby giving the centerline data some intelligence. Some county agencies have
integrated such an enhanced street centerline file with digitized parcel polygons and their
related attribute information to produce Parcel/Street Address Tabular coverages, which
are an extremely useful pair of layers in a municipal GIS. The main drawback of this
coverage is that it is very expensive to develop. This is due to the use of aerial
photography, the increased volume of data, and high relative accuracy standards.
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Nevertheless, the need for positionally accurate street centerline data combined with
parcel information is a requirement for most GIS projects.
8. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEMS (GPS) COVERAGES
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) Technology promises to provide future GIS users with
a quick method of collecting street network data by driving along roads and recording
coordinate information. GPS is based on a constellation of NAVSTAR satellites orbiting
Earth. The GPS receiver, a small portable device that weighs only a few pounds, takes
coordinate readings from the satellites and calculates positions on Earth by measuring the
length of time it takes for the satellite signal to reach the receiver (Lang and Speed 1990).
Recent demonstration projects have shown that GPS technology can be used to update
GIS basemaps by simply driving the road network and recording readings along the road
network. Other applications include driving the road network and recording the type and
location of street infrastructure (e.g., street lamps, fire hydrants) in real time (Krudzynski
1990).
Since this technology makes positioning on Earth possible to within millimeters of
accuracy, it can be a significant technique for building spatial databases for roads,
utilities, and so on. GPS promises to have a high level of accuracy, and can drastically
reduce the cost of enhancing or updating existing street network files. Using a GPS,
DOT personnel can drive along roads to build highway inventory and maintenance
databases, tasks which would have been prohibitive in the past due to manpower and
time constraints. Currently, this approach has some serious limitations such as: (1) a
limited satellite visibility window; (2) sensitivity to interference from trees and buildings;
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(3) high costs of associating physical features with known names and attributes.
Nevertheless, as the technology matures it promises to be an important source for
enhancing or creating street network coverages.
9. COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD) COVERAGES
Many public works, engineering and transportation departments have spent considerable
time investing in computer aided drafting (CAD) tools for facilities management and
engineering design. Many of these agencies use Intergraph systems or AUTOCAD
software to digitize and maintain an inventory of streets and highways. They have used
Standard Interchange Formats such as DXF and IGFS which have been developed by
CAD software manufacturers. While these representations contain more detail than
street network files, such as 3-D information, they lack the topological standards and
database attribute links of DLGs, DIME and TIGER. Until very recently, these have
been stand-alone systems which were difficult to integrate with GISs.
C. SUMMARY
This chapter has introduced GIS technology and the issues related to its use in public
agencies. It has also described the variety of street network files currently available.
Some of the more important components of geo-referenced road network files, their
encoding process and their relation to GIS technology have been explained. Furthermore,
each of these files (e.g., DLG, TIGER, ETAK, etc.) have their own history and
characteristics, which make them more or less suitable for particular applications.
Although there are a number of existing limitations to their use, they are nonetheless a
valuable source of information for urban planning and management.
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To understand just how valuable these files can be, the following chapter will explore
some current applications of street network files. Insights and advice resulting from
literature review and interviews of some of the nation's most experienced users of street
network files and their applications will be detailed. Valuable applications by city,
county, regional and state agencies will be carefully explored as will other important
issues, such as the appropriate scale and accuracy necessary to undertake planning and
operational tasks.
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CHAPTER 3
STREET NETWORK APPLICATIONS
INTRODUCTION
This chapter will examine many of the local government applications identified from
phone interviews, literature review and case study research. As stated in Chapter 1, this
research targeted GIS managers in city, county, regional and state planning agencies
throughout the U.S. which can be considered advanced users of street network files. GIS
managers and coordinators from govemment agencies and private firms were selected
for the phone survey based on recommendations from knowledgeable sources and from
the author's own research of the GIS literature. While undertaking the survey, those
being interviewed recommended other potential case sources whose experience would be
valuable to this research. Thus, through this process of forward chaining, the original
phone interview expanded quicker than initially anticipated.
A. ADDRESS MATCHING
Local government agencies ranging from school districts, to health centers, to building
inspectors, benefit from address matching their records to parcel IDs, address files, and
street network files and graphically displaying their results. Address matching (or
geocoding) is a process that compares two addresses for similarity and matches those
which are similar (Figure 6).
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Figure 6
The Computerized Geocoding Process
Non-Graphics Geocoding Non-Graphics
Data without " Programs & Data with
Geocodes Geocodes
Geographic
Base File
Source: Huxhold 1990,156.
Geocoding builds a database relationship between addresses, coverage features and their
accompanying latitude and longitude (ESRI 1988). As shown in Table 1, by linking
address information from a tax record with a street network file, one can assign a
geographic coordinate to a coverage. This allows one to display tabular information in
graphic form. For example, pin-maps, which indicate the location and type of crime
incidents in a geographic area can be displayed on a computer monitor or plotted on a
map as a series of points. This is, by far, one of the most common and useful
applications of the street network file by local governments. As potential users of TIGER
(and other off-the-shelf street network files) become more aware of the applications of
these data bases, the use of these files will undoubtedly increase. Aiding this increase in
the use of street network files will be the increased availability of desktop computers in
government, along with the availability of specialized software packages.
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Table 1
Tax Assessment Data
Address
428 N.
484 N.
460 N.
446 N.
420 N.
412 N.
410 N.
406 N.
419 N.
1125 W.
1119 W.
1113 W.
1107 W.
1101 W.
1099 W.
1087 W.
1075 W.
1051 W.
1033 W.
Sadowski St
Winter Ct
Winter Ct
Winter Ct
Winter Ct
Winter Ct
Winter Ct
Winter Ct
Vanderheyden Wy
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Bertrand Dr
Assessed
Value
$13,520
13,520
13,520
13,520
13,520
13,520
15,430
14,750
87,670
76,430
76,430
76,430
79,500
79,500
79,500
66,800
66,800
80,100
81,000
066 343 N. Vanderheyden Wy 35,000
(a)
Assessed Census
Parcel No. Address Value Tract
047 428 N. Sadowski St $13,520 34
048 484 N. Winter Ct 13,520 34
049 460 N. Winter Ct 13,520 34
050 446 N. Winter Ct 13,520 34
051 420 N. Winter Ct 13,520 34
052 412 N. Winter Ct 13,520 34
053 410 N. Winter Ct 15,430 34
054 406 N. Winter Ct 14,750 34
055 419 N. Vanderheyden Wy 87,670 34
056 1125 W. Bertrand Dr 76,430 52
057 1119 W. Bertrand Dr 76,430 52
058 1113 W. Bertrand Dr 76,430 52
059 1107 W. Bertrand Dr 79,500 52
060 1101 W. Bertrand Dr 79,500 52
061 1099 W. Bertrand Dr 79,500 52
062 1087 W. Bertrand Dr 66,800 52
063 1075 W. Bertrand Dr 66,800 52
064 1051 W. Bertrand Dr 80,100 52
065 1033 W. Bertrand Dr 81,000 52
066 343 N. Vanderheyden Wy 35,000 52
(b)
a) Before Geocoding and b) After Geocoding
Source: Huxhold 1990, 158.
Parcel No.
047
048
049
050
051
052
053
054
055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
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B. APPLICATIONS
Currently, there is an endless variety of uses for street network files for local government.
The effective use of these applications will be determined by: the accuracy of the files;
user confidence in the detail of the network file; and the ability for an existing GIS to
integrate the street network file with other coverages, such as a parcel-level coverage.
The results of a study investigating the types of map information most commonly used
by local government agencies in Santa Clara, CA, are shown in Figure 8. It shows that
street network files were second only to assessor parcel maps (Lockfeld 1986).
Figure 7
Ten Categories of Maps Most Commonly Used by Agencies.
(Ranked by number of Departments Using the Maps)
Ten most commonly used map types
33 Assessor Parcel Maps
28 Street P- rcel Base Maps
26 Recorde- Subdivision Maps
23 Jur sdic:.or Bounoary Maps
Number 18 Facity As Bu Maps Drawings
of -
departments 17 P
15 Ara htgah
14 TpgahcCnorMp
12 Zonin Ge evMp
Source: Lockfeld 1990,52
To better understand the myriad of uses, it will be convenient to categorize public sector
street network applications into three general areas of application: Urban Planning and
Management; Transportation and Public Works Engineering; and 991 Emergency
Management and Safety. Although some of the applications (e.g., thematic mapping,
law
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address matching) were common to the three areas, there were enough distinctions in
each of them to warrant categorization.
1. URBAN PLANNING AND MANAGEMENT
This category is generally concerned with the analytical capabilities of combining street
network files with relational databases, mapping packages, and GISs. Generally, these
applications involve geocoding local agency information and mapping it. In other cases,
Census Street network files are used to create block, tract, elections boundaries which
can then be combined with attribute data for analysis.
Urban Planning
Urban Planners have traditionally used Census information to produce small area studies
for evaluating the effects of policies and new development plans. Over the years, local
planning departments have developed a variety of street network applications that help
them analyze and display their attribute information with a geographic base file for
various applications. Planners regularly work with property information, individual
addresses, occupancy information and businesses within multi-occupancy buildings.
Some planning applications using street network files are described below:
a) The IMAGIN Project in Pima County AZ, is currently using an address range
coverage, along with parcel information, to create maps which display the dollar per
square foot value of land transactions in various parts of the county. They have also
developed a map which contains estimated land values for the Tucson area (Trobia
Interview).
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b) In Riverside County, an enhanced DIME street network file provides a useful
geographic reference for county-wide pin-mapping and base-mapping functions. It is
also used for determining waste disposal routing, as well as a series of modeling and
statistical uses (Hollister Interview).
c) In some regional planning agencies, like the North Central Texas Council of
Governments, TIGER street network files are used primarily for base-mapping and some
address matching. They are also being used in combination with remotely sensed (SPOT)
imagery to analyze growth patterns and facilitate street network updates (O'Neal
Interview).
d) The Florida "Concurrency Laws" are requiring local and state agencies to adopt GIS
in dealing with the data intensive complexities of growth management and transportation
modeling. Street network files are being used for their network routing capabilities and
for base map development.
Social Services
The following cases of social service applications will illustrate how street network files
combined with automated procedures (e.g. address matching, pin-mapping, thematic
mapping and database analysis) have helped many agencies deliver public services more
effectively and at less cost than was previously possible using manual methods. Users
find that combining local agency attribute data with the street network coverage has
provided useful maps for displaying important statistics and revealing significant trends.
By their nature, maps can display large amounts of data and are visually more clear and
informative than the same information displayed in tabular form.
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Health agencies in San Diego, CA have used DIME-based street network to
geographically locate cases of disease and other health-related problems. By combining
address information of patients with latitude/longitude coordinates from a DIME file,
health planners were able to create pin-maps illustrating the distribution of cases
graphically. They have also used it to identify areas within the county which were being
underserved by various physician specialties. The use of this information has also helped
to identify medically-underserved areas, a requirement for U.S. Department of Human
Services National Health Service grants (Census 1980).
In Santa Clara, CA, address matching procedures are used to find suitable site locations
for child care services, senior citizen services and other social services. Furthermore,
such a system can help distribute the sick and aged in relation to health facilities;
determine where new services are needed; and perform health related research.
School Districting
School districts have also found important uses for street network information such as
school bus routing, determining school enrollment catchment areas, and drawing school
district boundaries. Software developers are now marketing software to assist school
districts in address matching, routing, and pin-mapping capabilities.
The Riverside, CA, School Data Center has used DIME fies for 10 years in undertaking
school bus routing. By combining the network information with Census demographics
and student address files, the Data Center has been able to: 1) assess their current level
of service; 2) spatially track and display student enrollment status of school age children
by grades to provide inputs to school facility planning; 3) anticipate population shifts and
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growth, which is a primary determinant in locating new schools; 4) perform school
district zoning, which distributes pupil loads equitably, and has implications for school
budget allocations; 5) to optimize "walk to school" or "bus to school" students; and 6) to
forecast future capital expenditures based on the above.
Redistricting
Every ten years, states and local govermments are required by law to redraw political
boundaries for the City Council, Board of County Supervisors, School Boards,
Legislature, and Congressional boundaries. These boundaries must all reflect changes in
population and ensure that all states have equal voting representation. The Census
Bureau released this data (1990 TIGER boundary information with voting district codes,
Local Official updates, 1990 population statistics including population by race and
ethnicity) on April 1, 1991.
The decennial redistricting process has traditionally been undertaken using paper maps
and tabular data. TIGER network information and 1990 population statistics combined
with GIS or redistricting software promises to simplify the process tremendously. Using
these technologies, agencies and citizen groups concerned with the redistricting process
can explore hypothetical redistricting plans. Redistricting software now allows users to
view demographic and boundary data visually. More importantly, the boundaries can be
manipulated to see what the resulting change in population is for each district. Hence,
these technologies provide powerful "what-if" tool for visualizing alternative
redistricting plans. Maps can then be plotted that reveal the boundaries of a proposed
redistricting along with the resulting percentage population counts for each district.
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Environmental Management
There are an increasing number of environmental applications for street network files.
Many state and federal mandates (e.g., the implementation of some provisions in the
Clean Water and Superfund Acts) are requiring local and state governments to use GIS
technology, coupled with street network information to be in compliance with federal
environmental standards. For example, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
has been using DIME and TIGER files to determine exposure to contaminated water
wells (EPA 1989).
The Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) in cooperation with
Mass/GIS, the state GIS Center, recently undertook a demonstration project which
combined GDT street network information with DEP address files of underground
storage tank data. The location of these point sources of underground water pollution
were then overlaid with the state's water wells and their areas of influence (Zone 2s)
using ARC/INFO software. GPS technology was also used to check on the positional
accuracy wells and underground tanks. The resulting maps and analysis undertaken
were able to identify those point sources of pollution which threatened public water
sources. Furthermore, the graphic display of the problem heightened the policy maker's
urgency in addressing this problem.
2. TRANSPORTATION AND PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING
There are a variety of transportation planning and public works engineering functions
which can be undertaken with the use of enhanced street network files. Some of these
include: traffic counts, traffic volumes, corridor analysis, transit management, and
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commuter car-pooling. More operational applications include pavement management,
bridge management, and safety management. What underlies most of these applications
is the focus on the distinctions of the linear features (streets, highways) and the attributes
associated with the linear features (e.g., street lamps, pavement, etc.,) of the network
files.
State transportation agencies have generally used 1:100:000 USGS Digital Line Graphs
(DLG) to maintain an inventory of their roads, road attributes (highway type, lane width,
date of last repair, etc.), lighting, road signs, properties and mapping. DLG files have
higher positional accuracy and have a longer history of use for large-scale mapping
coverages than do TIGER or DIME. Some states, like Massachusetts, are using TIGER
line files for attaining more detailed coverages of local roads information. Other states,
like Vermont and California, are digitizing (or scanning) the complete state road network
from orthophotos as part of their state-wide GIS and transportation planning operations.
One major application has been the reporting and pin-mapping of highway accidents by
type, along with other important characteristics. This information is then used by traffic
engineers and highway planners to evaluate the needs for improvements in highway
design features, traffic operating controls, and highway maintenance (Census 1980).
Similar applications are also being used by local government engineers as well. The use
of dynamic segmentation techniques also promises to boost the use of street network files
for displaying spatially-referenced data (street lamps, road signs, signals, potholes, etc.)
by a predetermined linear measure, rather than be existing topological segmentation.
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Dynamic Segmentation
As mentioned in chapter 2, dynamic segmentation allows a single set of road attribute
information to be associated with a set of continuous whole and partial segments (ESRI
1990). This technique can be especially useful for sophisticated applications such as
pavement management, bridge management, and safety management.
The Saskatchewan Highway and Transportation Department has been using the dynamic
segmentation to inventory the roughness of roads. Since these conditions usually vary
over time it is important that a GIS accommodate changes in the attribute data and its
location without affecting the topology of the database. They have done this by dividing
the control section into distinct 100 meter fixed length pieces which are small enough to
accommodate the smallest interval of spatial information. Saskatchewan has 657 unique
control sections (e.g., road segments) which total 23,000 kilometers. By using dynamic
segmentation only 657 of the segments have to be stored in the spatial database.
Multiple event tables hold the various types of road attributes (e.g., road condition, traffic
volumes, road classifications, etc.) and are linked to the road segment IDs. Without
dynamic segmentation, approximately 2,300,000 fixed segments (each 1 kilometer long)
would have to be created in order to represent the same information (Chursinoff 1990).
Transit Management
Transit Management is yet another application that uses street network files. The
TRANES transportation planning model for the San Diego area retrieves census
demographics for areas within a certain buffer surrounding bus stops. This allows a
transit agency to determine the types and number of users affected by bus routing
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changes. This DIME based system, with its graphics capabilities, permits the agency to
display routing information.
The County of Santa Clara, CA, has been maintaining a van-pooling program whereby
candidate van-pool drivers could evaluate the availability of van-pool riders within a
given pool-area. Then using street routing tools, the coordinator could evaluate work
locations and time spent commuting to and from area destinations to determine the
feasibility of the potential pool (Lockfeld 1986).
California Congestion Management Planning
The State of California has recently mandated a policy called Congestion Management
Planning, whereby counties must establish policies to reduce the amount of road way
congestion in their urban areas. Since State funds can be withheld to those counties that
do not make serious efforts at curbing their congestion, counties have much to lose by
not participating. This effort will require that county, city, state, and regional agencies
cooperate in sharing information regarding the impacts of transportation developments
along state highways and principal arteries. One objective of this mandate is to develop a
common data base and consistency between the various concerned parties, allowing
agencies to find a uniform method for evaluating the impacts of transportation
developments. TIGER and DLGs will inevitably provide important road network
information for this analysis.
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Public Works and Engineering
As local governments continue to automate their administrative files, street network files
will play an increasingly important role in the daily operations of many city departments.
Public works departments are extensively using street network files as a base map to
route and/or track snow removal equipment, needed pavement repairs, and trash
collection. According to some sources, the rule of thumb is that an organization that
uses street network technology to address a logistics problem that will five to fifteen
percent in routing costs (Cooke Interview).
The Milwaukee GIS project has enabled the building inspection and public works
departments to use street network files for locating inspections or work projects
throughout their jurisdiction. They have also implemented a Work Information Tracking
System which uses a master street network file combined with road condition attribute
data (Shaw Interview).
3. 911 EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT AND SAFETY
Although 911 systems have traditionally been implemented in urban areas, many state-
wide systems are now being implemented. The 911 systems require customized street
network files that contain nearly flawless address ranges. These files must also contain
accurate political boundary information and street intersections. Although, early 911
systems did not have graphical display capabilities, this is becoming an increasingly
useful feature. Graphical 911 systems can display, in map form, an analysis of vehicle
response times and crime incidence. Local police departments have used a GIS with
street network information to determine the distribution of assaults in an urban area. By
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address-matching police incident records with geographic location, agencies have been
able to visually examine the clustering of criminal activity over an area. This simple
examination of the intensity and types of crimes committed have helped agencies to
determine police patrol assignments.
The City of Phoenix, AZ established a plan whereby tracking of incidents by type and/or
time was implemented with information plotted on a monthly and daily basis (Manuel
1990). Projected trends are used for analysis and allocating patrols. Furthermore,
demographic coverages describing age, sex, income, race, etc., can also be superimposed
on this data, thereby revealing what population characteristics correspond with various
accident and crime incidents.
911 Emergency Response Systems
Emergency 911 Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) has been one of the principal
operational users of street network information. These users of street network files have
extremely high accuracy standards on their address information--a critical component
during any emergency call. 911 systems are currently being used by many fire and police
agencies to route emergency vehicles such as fire fighting equipment, police patrols and
ambulances to particular addresses in a city. The principal component of all computer
aided dispatching systems is the geofile. The geofile is a tabular database of street
names, address ranges, and cross streets which is associated with a variety of district
information (Kilderbrand 1990).
Customized street network files which meet the specifications of the particular 911
emergency response software are currently being developed for a large number of urban
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areas by phone companies, police and fire departments. Confidence in the integrity of the
database is paramount in 911 street network applications. Since these databases are
queried heavily by police, fire and other local public agencies, enhancements are
continuously made in each of the user departments. Some of the municipalities and
counties interviewed are now coordinating the provision and maintenance of digital street
files to the police or fire units to allow each agency to share a copy of a common, and
up-to-date master street file. These DIME or TIGER-based street network files are
expensive to implement due to the high attribute accuracy requirements. Nevertheless, if
well maintained, they can be easily shared or integrated with other local government
attribute information.
Unfortunately, these highly accurate computer aided dispatch files are being undertaken
without the participation of pertinent local government agencies (e.g., city and county
planning, assessing, and public works agencies), making future inter-departmental file
integration difficult. The development of a multi-participant master geofile that serves
911 purposes can provide an important source of updated street and addressing
information for other departments as well. Furthermore, states can play an important role
in developing the standards for enhanced geofiles which serve 991 purposes along with
other public agency users. These standards would ideally provide a consistent approach
to database development, while supporting future extensions for new applications and
users.
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CAMEO III Emergency Management
The Computer Aided Management of Emergency Operations (CAMEO III) has been
designed to help emergency planners and first responders plan for and safely handle
chemical accidents (EPA 1990). It contains response information and recommendations
for 3,311 commonly transported chemicals, an air dispersion model to assist in
evaluating toxic release scenarios, and the ability to design evacuation scenarios. It
provides several databases, one of which is TIGER, which allow sophisticated modeling
and mapping capabilities.
According to the EPA, the CAMEO III software allows users to: 1) design custom
overlays to display facilities and chemical information; 2) estimate a chemical spill
plume over a geographic area; 3) determine evacuation zones and special populations;
and 4) designate hazard analysis zones which meet the requirements and data
management functions of Title III, the Community Right-To-Know provisions of the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986.
C. SCALE ISSUES
For urban planning purposes, most of the TIGER users interviewed were pleased with its
analytical applications. They have found that, although the appearance of the streets is
not perfect, it does correspond to reality. Although there is some problem with short
blocks having uneven address ranges, for most address ranges the information is
satisfactory. For example, planners for the Boston Redevelopment Authority, claim that
for Boston's 22,000 segments, most of the lines are handled quite well. Furthermore, for
most planning cases positional accuracy of the street network is not an overriding
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problem. Planners generally do not need to know the location of the street centerline,
and the + 20 ft. accuracy that seems to exist in the Boston TIGER coverage seems to be
more than sufficient for a variety of planning functions (Goetz Interview).
Unfortunately, there is inconsistency in the quality and completeness of the TIGER files
maintained for the whole country. These differences can be attributed to the slower
growing eastern U.S. metropolitan areas (e.g. Boston, New York, Washington D.C.) have
had twenty years to update the Census Bureau's files; whereas the fast growing SMSAs
in the sunbelt (e.g., San Diego, CA; Santa Clara, CA; Orange County, FL) have had
relatively little time to coordinate Census TIGER updates due to the rapid urban
development.
Although local planners have highlighted the usefulness of TIGER at a large scale, they
consider this coverage too coarse for some detailed analysis such as zoning, assessing, or
engineering. One might generalize that local governments require a "finer grained"
coverage than regional agencies do, since their unit of analysis is smaller. Local
government agencies undertaking planning and operations, generally require parcel level
data as their unit of analysis. Regional agencies, on the other hand, generally do not
require, nor would they use, such a detailed coverage since they are more concerned with
changes over a large area (i.e., tracts, city limits, water sheds, etc.). Hence, the necessary
scale and level of detail required for a particular mapping or analysis function now
becomes an important issue. Nevertheless, it is too simplistic to suggest that regional
agencies are better suited using TIGER than are towns, since the original scale of street
network information is more appropriate for regional applications. As noted above, some
complex street network files like TIGER and DIME, despite being large-scale coverages,
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are extremely useful for urban applications. Moreover, some regional agencies, like the
San Diego Association of Government's GIS Project, find that they are increasingly in
need of more detailed scale, rather than less, as the years go on. Their current jurisdiction
encompasses 42,000 square miles and they are currently mapping at the 1:24,000 scale.
Nevertheless, they anticipate migrating to the 1:800 scale within five years. Furthermore,
storage capacity is now less of an issue than it once was (Parrott Interview).
D. ACCURACY ISSUES
National mapping standards commonly refer to absolute accuracy as the position of a
point as defined by some real world coordinate system (e.g., state plane). Many users of
maps, on the other hand, are more concerned with relative accuracy, or the relative
position of an underground cable to the edge of a sidewalk. Although relative accuracy
is more important to most planning and operations uses, the advent of Global Positioning
Systems will make absolute accuracy an important requirement for digital basemap
updates (ESRI 1989). As noted earlier, TIGER and DIME files suffer from positional
accuracy problems. This may not be an issue for the election commissioner undertaking
redistricting plans, but it may prove critical for the public works engineer who is looking
for an accurate street centerline reference. Another form of accuracy important to local
government users is attribute accuracy. For the assessing office, the accuracy of their
address information (e.g., parcel-ID, property owner's name, etc.) is more important than
are the real-world coordinates of a particular parcel.
Within a local government setting, various departments require information at various
levels of complexity and accuracy. Determining accuracy and detail needs is critical for
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sharing digital data across agencies. Street network files, such as TIGER, currently offer
information which potentially is of great use to a variety of applications. Since street
network files, like TIGER, have some attribute problems in their address ranges, cleaning
and maintaining these files becomes critical for some applications. Nevertheless, because
of positional inaccuracies inherent in TIGER, it has some limitations when used for
precise engineering, utility engineering, etc. Hence for these users (e.g., city engineers)
TIGER may not have the level of accuracy they need. Nevertheless, a street network file,
in combination with other tools like dynamic segmentation, can support many other
management tasks commonly used by public works departments such as pavement
management, street light inventory, refuse truck routing, snow removal routing, etc.
Other users, such as those undertaking redistricting and reapportionment, are not affected
by the addressing problems and positional inaccuracies of TIGER. Redistricting simply
requires the analysis of official 1990 district boundaries with the corresponding Census
population data. The reapportionment process is similar except for the use of legislative
boundaries rather than Census tract and block information.
There is a cost involved with maintaining maps to a certain level of absolute, relative and
attribute accuracy. It is important to recognize that "accuracy requirements be
determined so that funds can be allocated efficiently and that maps can be used
effectively (Croswell 1989)." Thus, prior to the development of a database one must
keep the costs of establishing certain accuracy standards in mind.
Some of the officials interviewed noted that there was a perceived difference in data
quality requirements between public agencies and private firms (Westerfeld Interview).
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For instance, in many cases the public sector has higher demands for accuracy. This can
be noted with the use of street network files for 911 emergency response, police and fire
requirements. In contrast, many of the private sector marketing and banking firms now
using this technology will often tolerate up to ten percent error in their databases.
Although private firms may find it difficult to realize that the ten percent error is really
quite significant to their marketing, especially given the cost of improving it, public
agencies cannot afford not to have an accurate as possible database for many
applications. A decision tree has been developed by the Census Bureau (Figure 9) to
assist potential users in the appropriate uses of TIGER files.
Figure 8
Decision Tree For Potential TIGER File Users
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There are other intriguing problems arising from the use of street network files to
represent a complicated road network. Situations such as highway overpasses, freeway
tunnels below an urban landscape, and streets that that are ramped over other streets
present a three-dimensional reality which is not represented accurately in a two-
dimensional street network file. This problem, combined with the need to define
milepost systems meaningful for dynamic segmentation may require the development of
multi-layered street representation.
E. SUMMARY
As local governments continue to automate their administrative files, street network files
will play an increasingly important role in the daily operations of many city and county
departments. This chapter has outlined how these files, combined with relational data
base or GIS software, permits cities to geographically reference data to such standard
areas as tracts and blocks, or to areas of a specialized nature that are useful to various
departments. Furthermore, some powerful modeling and analysis capabilities were
described when street network files are combined with mapping and GIS packages.
Nevertheless, one cannot assume that this technology and its methodology will be easily
applied universally, since its success is inevitably a function of the technical and
institutional development existing in each particular government agency. The following
chapter will explore some of the issues relating to the implementation of these files at
various levels of government.
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CHAPTER 4
IMPLEMENTATION OF STREET NETWORK FILES
INTRODUCTION
The literature research and interviews with GIS managers from local and regional
governments are intended to reveal some of the strengths and weaknesses of using
network files at the local level, and to gain a better understanding of their applications in
city planning and urban management operations. This investigation should provide a
better understanding of how this source of information can be integrated into a GIS,
while enhancing existing planning and decision making processes at the local and
regional levels.
Currently most of the sophisticated users of street network files are large county planning
agencies, regional planning agencies, state DOTs, and state GIS centers. Many of these
can be considered early innovators in urban information management, particularly in the
implementation of DIME files. As in most emerging technologies, the implementation of
early DIME files has been been fraught with frustration and false starts for many of the
early innovators. There are reasons for this development.
The technology and methods necessary to make meaningful use of these early DIME files
at the local level was emerging and very expensive in the late 1970's and 1980's. These
early systems were experimental and ran on mainframe computers which were affordable
to larger public agencies. Furthermore, highly skilled technical programmers and
systems analysts necessary for developing and maintaining these systems at the local
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level also contributed to the hesitancy in developing street network databases. Finally,
the lack of updated off-the-shelf databases and database software which could easily
make use of this information on an affordable computer platform further limited the
widespread use of these files.
Although some of these points are valid today, many new implementors (as opposed to
the early innovators), are finding that many constraints that existed ten years ago have
largely been overcome. The ability to use mapping, GIS and database software on
affordable desktop computers, along with the availability of off-the-shelf databases like
TIGER, ETAK and GDT, make street network file implementation possible even at the
smallest locality. Moreover, the emergence and continuing evolution of user friendly
mapping and GIS packages will lessen the the requirements for technical expertise.
A. SMALL LOCAL GOVERNMENT
Local governments throughout the county are looking to develop affordable GIS and
mapping capabilities which could help them undertake their tasks better. Due to the
release of TIGER and Census statistics in digital form, and to the evolution of hardware
and GIS software, small towns are finding that now is a good time to introduce GIS and
automated mapping into their operations. With the advent of affordable and user-
friendly mapping and GIS packages, local governments will find that there is a role for
these technologies in their agencies. The 1990 redistricting process may well serve as a
catalytic application for introducing this technology at the town level. The following
example is of a small local government implementation of street network files within the
city planning department in a small New England community.
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ARLINGTON, MA
Mr. Kevin O'Brien, head planner with the City of Arlington Planning Department, has
been using MapInfo, a low-cost commercial mapping and analysis software product for
undertaking operations and analysis for two years (O'Brien, Phone Interview). The
planning department is currently using TIGER line files to link Census boundary
information to population and assessing data. Department staff are continually
enhancing the database, looking for errors in the line geometry or address ranges. Before
acquiring their mapping package, most of the planning analysis was done using dBASE
and paper maps. Mr. O'Brien stated that the combination of Mapinfo software with
Census information has changed the way in which a planner undertakes his work. He
feels that computer-aided spatial analysis will allow staff to solve problems more
quickly than conventional methods. Furthermore, the ability to generate "what-if'
scenarios can allow planners to narrow down planning options, thereby constraining the
problems into a workable solution. Planning is the only department which uses mapping
or GIS software. The Public Works department staff have expressed some interest in
mapping software, but are currently wedded to their paper map operations.
B. LARGE CITY GOVERNMENT
The implementation of street network files within large city government has tended to be
driven largely by operational considerations. Cities are finding that the combination of
street network files with conventional GISs can be invaluable for the inventory of
government information, reducing redundancies in data maintenance, and more
importantly, helping city officials keep track of their records. Although the costs of
high-end GIS systems can be prohibitive, the returns may well be justified over the long
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run. Furthermore, development costs can be reduced when the city cooperates with
county and regional agencies and/or utility companies in developing municipal
databases.
1) AUSTIN, TX
The City of Austin's GIS shop is also located within the Planning department. The city
is using ARC/INFO in a VMS environment. One of the major users for the GIS are the
city utility companies for maintaining billing and facility information. The Planning
department makes street network file information available to other city departments as
well. The street network file is DIME based and resides in a corporate database along
with the city's principal utility billing services. Another corporate database, which
contains payroll and library information, is also linked to the street network file.
According to David Arbeit, GIS Manager for the city, the current DIME address fie is in
very good shape and the linework has been enhanced for graphic display (Arbeit
Interview).
Another important road coverage in Austin is a regional street base for the urban core of
Austin which has the ability to map unit vacancies by using utility data. This database
contains an expanded centerline street base which graphically displays street width,
lanes and right-of-ways. This street coverage registers with the DIME coverage at the
intersections. It was developed in house using Synercom mapping software.
Unfortunately, in developing this expanded street base, the original street centerline
coverage was not maintained. Despite this coverage's usefulness as a graphic
representation of street characteristics, it cannot undertake the address matching and
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networking functions that a street network coverage can.
2) DALLAS, TX
Currently, the Dallas GIS project has married the street network file to the parcel
coverages in an IBM GFIS mainframe computer environment. The majority of their uses
are currently routing, mapping, and address matching using an enhanced DIME file.
Address matching is done for other city agencies including planning, dispatch. The city
expects to work with local utility companies in improving the positional accuracy of
both the street centerline and cadastral map base.
C. COUNTY GOVERNMENT
The county GIS systems surveyed in this thesis resided predominately in the fast-
growing sunbelt states. These states maintained a strong county government, and are
undergoing heavy population pressure. Furthermore, the GIS centers interviewed
generally had the mandates, resources, and critical mass necessary to undertake and
maintain full-fledged multi-participant GIS projects. It was, therefore, not very
surprising to note that the more advanced and better funded GIS systems nationwide
resided at the county level. Many survey respondents felt that the county level of
government is the ideal place to locate a multi-participant GIS; thereby serving as a
clearing house and maintenance center for county-wide digital data.
1) RIVERSIDE COUNTY, CA
The Riverside County GIS Project is an advanced GIS shop with much of its software
developed in-house. Although originally intended to serve the local school districts, it
has evolved into one of the primary data centers for the County. They have made
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extensive use of relational database technology and UNIX/Xenix capabilities. The street
network component is a DIME-based file which has been enhanced with attribute data.
Corrections to the file have been made to the attributes and topology. The street network
file has been integrated with the parcel based attributes from the county assessors office.
This parcel/street data file is the central data base for supporting operational activities in
the county.
2) SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CA
The San Bernardino County Geographic Information Management System has been
using DIME based street network files since 1977. San Bernardino has faced tremendous
residential and commercial growth over the last 15 years and has developed an extensive
process for updating street network geography and attributes in a timely manner.
The County of San Bernardino has worked closely with all emergency response groups in
developing and maintaining their street network file. The GIMS project is networked
with other county and city offices including assessing, tax revenue, school district,
environmental health, etc. Most of these agencies use the street basemap for address
geocoding purposes. The county currently licenses the distribution of the GIMS address
database to other local governments within their jurisdiction.
3) SANTA CLARA COUNTY, CA
The Center for Urban Analysis has been in existence for over 15 years. Like many of the
other county and regional data centers, the original mission of this Center is to assist
local government to:
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(1) assist agencies solve problems that have a geographic character;
(2) provide new problem solving tools;
(3) serve as a resource base for planning;
(4) provide criminal justice agencies with information to increase their planning;
(5) focus on using existing data files and technology; (Lockfeld 1985).
The Center operates on a cost recovery basis, and has done so since its initiation in 1973.
Over the years, the Center has developed extensive expertise in the use of DIME street
network files through funding by the U.S Census Bureau, the Urban Mass Transportation
Agency, the IBM Research Laboratory, and the Research Laboratory of the United States
Postal Service. It has a highly competent technical group which undertakes street
network file contracts with local city and county governments.
The Center currently licenses its enhanced DIME street network coverage to local
government agencies and consultants who then provide value added services to private
and public sector clients. Mr. Frank Lockfeld, director of the Center, feels that his
organization provides an important role in the collection of up-to-date assessing,
recording, and tax collection data (Lockfeld Interview). Nevertheless, he feels that the
private sector is best able to compile and distribute this data in the various formats
required by a variety of clients. For example, rather than providing customized street
network files for a variety of users running on various software and hardware platforms,
the Center has decided to make their files available in a standard format which can then
be customized by consultants and their clients.
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4) PIMA COUNTY, AZ
The Pima County Interactive Mapping and Automated Geographic Information Network
(IMAGIN) is an ambitious $12 to 20 million multi-user GIS project. The project is
intended to be financially self-sufficient once the databases have been developed.
IMAGIN is expected to produce quality maps, digital data products, and consulting
services at reasonable cost. IMAGIN is intended to serve Pima County Departments, the
private sector, and the public.
The IMAGIN project is using TIGER street network files and ARC/INFO software to
create base maps for various agencies in the county. Furthermore, a basemap that
integrates address information with parcel lot information has also been created.
IMAGIN staff have worked closely with the county assessor in developing this basemap.
The IMAGIN project is upgrading the linework in TIGER through the use of 1:1,000
orthophotos, in addition to cleaning up the attribute information. An improved street
center line digital coverage will be created from these air photos for the 450 square mile
area of the county. The attribute information from TIGER will then be related to this
newly digitized street centerline coverage.
The IMAGIN project is a combination of a centralized and distributed system. It is
centrally managed from the County Manager's office. Since the manager has been a
champion of the project, this arrangement has worked well. Being so close to the
running of the county gives the project somewhat more visibility and accountability.
Although there may be some obvious drawbacks to centralizing the system in this
location, it has worked rather well in Pima County, as well as in other locations like
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Clark County, NV. Furthermore, through a distributed network, departmental
workstations running on ARC/INFO are able to communicate with the central office.
This works well for sharing information and managing updates. The Pima County
IMAGIN project has many institutional participants and they have worked hard in
reaching consensus on the various database issues.
D. REGIONAL GOVERNMENT
Regional Government and Planning agencies have also been appropriate institutions to
centralize GIS coordinating activities. The following are some institutions that have
been successful in implementing street network files as part of a regional GIS project.
1) SAN DIEGO ASSOCIATION OF GOVERNMENTS, CA
The San Diego Association of Governments (San DAG) serves as a clearinghouse of
planning, demographic, economic, and environmental information for the greater San
Diego area. It also undertakes a number of research studies of importance such as
transportation planning and growth control. Its jurisdiction includes 18 cities and the
County of San Diego. San DAG has been involved with the use of DIME street
network files for over ten years, and was an early innovator in combining map graphics
with data bases.
The agency now collects and updates local government information on their ARC/INFO
software. Although the GIS component has a large base of operations, with 11
personnel (8 research, 3 transportation), the updating process is neither smooth nor
efficient. Robert Parrott, director of San DAG, feels that this agency is not ideally suited
to maintain local databases. Presently, the agency is attempting to transform itself into
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an information clearinghouse and research center. It does not intend to continue being
responsible for updating other agencies' databases. It will rely on the county's Regional
Urban Information System (RUIS) and other local government cooperation to provide
accurate network files (Parrott Interview).
The San DAG provides copies of the updated DIME file to cities and agencies at a one
time cost of $10,000. It is a straightforward arrangement with no updating or ongoing
licensing agreements. The files are made available in DIME exchange format. Some of
the agencies making use of this service includes: Police and Fire Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) centers, in addition to local utility offices.
2) ATLANTA REGIONAL COMMISSION,GA
The Atlanta Regional Commission's GIS project is wholly integrated to serve the
analytical needs of the organization. Twelve staff and five workstations have been
dedicated to the project. The Commission has selected ARC/INFO software, which will
enable them to facilitate the exchange of data with other state and federal agencies.
The GIS manager explained that many of the local governments in the area use the
Commission's street network files as a source of information and in some cases for
analytical services (Blackmon Interview). The database services and a viable update
procedure in Atlanta have been ongoing for many years. They are now undertaking an
effort to add mapping capability, using ARC/INFO, to their extensive database coverage.
The Commission receives requests from a number of local governments and school
districts to provide statistical information regarding the composition of neighborhoods
within a district to facilitate bus routing. Moreover, the Commission has been
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providing database updates to local private firms as well. Currently, this licensing of
digital products is done in an informal manner, with the Commission retaining control of
the final use of the information.
3) NORTH CENTRAL TEXAS COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS, TX
The North Central Texas Council of Governments began GIS implementation in 1989 to
assist in its regional and economic development efforts. The data center's role includes:
the determination of data standards; acting as a regional clearing house of data;
facilitating the transfer of data between agencies; and coordinating GIS activities region-
wide.
The agency has been using TIGER and DIME files with ARC/INFO to undertake large
scale mapping and analysis. Existing coverages are large-scale environmental and road
network coverages which are well suited for regional analysis. Presently, the detailed
positional accuracy of the TIGER files is not a critical issue at the larger regional scale.
In fact, the GIS manager for the Project, feels quite satisfied with the TIGER/DIME files
for most of the applications involving regional mapping operations (O'Neal Interview).
4) BALTIMORE, MD
The GIS facility at the Baltimore Regional Planning Commission provides an important
service to the towns and agencies in the region--an updated region-wide DIME based
street network file with associated Census demographic data on a quarterly basis. This
file is made available to users (mostly public sector) who need accurate and updated
street network files. Most of these users purchase the database as part of a proprietary
system, whereby they receive quarterly updates, a site licensing agreement, software to
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access the data (e.g., Mapinfo), and authorization. Other users, particularly the 911
emergency response users, have their own software to meet their needs, but require an
accurate database. The Council provides the files, in addition to any services necessary
to load the data into an agency's mapping, GIS or 911 software. The manager for the
GIS project feels that this entrepreneurial approach to providing basemap services has
paid for the costs of maintaining the database (Westerfeld Interview). The Baltimore
Council has been so successful in the implementation and maintenance of their databases
that it has cornered the market for up to date street network data for the Baltimore area.
Any agency or firm requiring up to date street network files would request them from the
regional agency.
E. STATE GOVERNMENT
Many states are currently coordinating state-wide Geographic Information System
programs which are intended to provide guidance in GIS development to state, regional,
county, and city agencies. State mandates usually include setting GIS policies state-
wide, and establishing uniform data standards relating to data exchange, collection and
maintenance. Major tasks can also include digitizing important state-wide coverages.
These agencies also serve as GIS coordinating centers, and are intended to provide
technical and financial support to users. Another important user of street network files
are the state Transportation agencies, who are responsible for the inventory and
maintenance of state highways.
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1) WISCONSIN LAND INFORMATION BOARD
The Wisconsin Land Information board was established in 1989 to create standards for
local and county governments in the exchange of land related information (spatial and
attribute). This Board is responsible for coordinating the integration of a confederation
of databases through a "hands off" decentralized approach. Quality standards are being
established, as are data exchange formats.
The Board has legislated the creation of incentives for counties to develop their own land
information office. The incentive is that 50% of the state administered land transaction
fees will be given to the county if it develops a land information office. Currently all
counties have responded positively to this new policy.
Other state agencies are also cooperating with the Board to help standardize their spatial
data. The Wisconsin Department of Transportation is currently maintaining an
ARC/INFO road network file which covers the state's trunk lines. The original source of
line data for this coverage is 1:100,000 DLG's. The positional accuracy of the DLG's
have been improved and new construction has been added to the file. Current features
include: highways, pavement area, traffic counts, accident occurrences, bridges, and city
and county boundaries. This road network file is the backbone for their state DOT
geographic data base. Like most other State DOTs, Wisconsin does not manage street
network files in urban areas. Nevertheless, they are exploring the integration of this
state-wide road network file with other city and county agencies. The Wisconsin Land
Information Board is currently spearheading this integration program.
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2) MASSACHUSETTS MASS/GIS PROGRAM
The Massachusetts Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (EOEA) has developed a
Geographic Information System for its use in managing the Massachusetts environment.
It has produced a number of digital geographic data layers of general interest to other
state agencies, regional councils and municipalities. These data were developed using
ARC/INFO software and are available to users in various formats. Most of the coverages
are environmental-related coverages whose original scale varies from 1:25,000 to
1:250,000, depending on the source of the original map sheets. Unenhanced TIGER data
sets are also available. Nevertheless, due to the large-scale of the coverages, and the lack
of parcel-based coverages and accurate address ranges, most of the coverages are of
little use to local governments.
F. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
The federal government agencies have also been extensively involved with the design
development and implementation of street network file implementation.
1) U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
As outlined in Chapter 2, the U.S. Census Bureau originally developed GBF/DIME and
TIGER street network files to assist with the Census enumeration process. Although the
U.S. Census Bureau has expressed its commitment to updating and improving the TIGER
data base, it has no plans to do so before the year 2000 Census. Nevertheless, the Bureau
is planning to work with state and regional data centers in obtaining updated TIGER
information.
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2) U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
The USGS currently produces maps and digital data at varying scales. National scale
development of road network files begins with the development of the 1:100,000 Digital
Line Graphs (DLG). DLGs have been used extensively by state transportation agencies
as well as for the base cartography for the development of the Census GBF/DIME and
TIGER Line Files. Currently, the USGS is planning to complete a uniform 1:24:000-
scale map series. Unfortunately, even the 1:24:000 scale maps are not adequate for
meeting many of the users needs', particularly local government users. Because the
current National Mapping Program emphasizes the scales and content designed for
regional needs, it fails to meet some of the mapping requirements of local governments
and others concerned with small scale mapping (National Research Council 1990).
3) U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
The United States Postal Service (USPS) is currently exploring ways to integrate
computer technologies into important mail distribution operations. Since most of their
operations are address based, USPS is exploring ways of using TIGER street network
files to improve its routing and mail delivery operations. Since the USPS is responsible
for knowing street addressing in its daily operations, it could be very well situated to
maintain address geo-referencing for the whole country. Linking their address geo-
referencing update capability with TIGER street network files promises to be a
tremendous boost toward realizing the availability of up to date addressing files
nationwide.
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The USGS, in cooperation with the US Census Bureau, has undertaken a project of
linking USPS 7+4 ZIP codes to TIGER. This demonstration project was undertaken in
Lutherville, MD, a suburb of Baltimore. The cooperating agencies explored the use of
GPS technology to update the current TIGER fies. The intent was to create centerline
information before attaching the 7+4 ZIP codes. They attempted to do this by digitizing
as they drove the streets and rubbersheeting this network file to the existing street
network file. This was essential in acquiring the routing information for rural areas.
Since the USPS is one of the primary potential public agencies to be responsible for
maintaining address coverages, some feel that it would be useful for this agency to
explore network updating by installing Global Positioning System receivers on its mail
delivery trucks to record street network and address information (Chapman Interview).
G. SUMMARY
The implementation of street network files at the local level has tended to be driven
largely by operational considerations. Cities and counties are finding that the
combination of street network files with conventional GISs can be invaluable for the
inventory of government information, reducing redundancies in data maintenance, and
more importantly, helping city officials keep track of their records.
The role of the regional planning agency in regards to street network files has been to
establish data standards; to act as a regional clearing house of data; to facilitate the
transfer of data between agencies; and to coordinate GIS activities region wide. These
region-wide files are also made available to users who need accurate and updated street
network files. Many users are now purchasing updated street network files, along with
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the software to access the information, as part of a licensed package. The 911 emergency
response users have their own software to meet their needs, but require an accurate
database.
The various states which are developing state-wide GIS centers are producing small-
scale environmental-related coverages which lack much of the parcel-based or addressing
information useful to local governments. The next chapter will address the issue of
integration, particularly, how many of the existing nation-wide network files (DIME,
TIGER) are being integrated into local government information systems.
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CHAPTER 5
THE INTEGRATION OF STREET NETWORK FILES
INTRODUCTION
Most local government institutions are organized into individualized departments, each
with their specialized work information requirements. They also share a common
interest in the use and maintenance of street network files. Indeed, one of the goals of
implementing a GIS is to develop new organizational procedures which optimize the use
of this shared and integrated information (Dangermond 1988). This chapter will explore
how various public agencies have addressed these issues of integrating TIGER street
network files between agencies. It will outline the efforts of various public agencies
ranging from local to federal.
As the demand for quality map and attribute data increases, the demand for securing data
already in digital format will soar. This need for digital data is what is currently driving
the continued interest in data exchange between city, county, regional and state agencies.
Each can play an important role in providing map and attribute information of varying
standards. Yet data exchange is more than simply transfering data from one system or
organization to another. The successful transfer of data requires a data model with
accompanying standards on objects, attributes, and measurements (Dueker and Vrana
1990). Some data sets such as engineering drawings and planning coverages are
maintained in differing levels of detail and representation, hence making transfer difficult
and questioning their usefulness beyond their intended ones.
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As explained in Chapter 3, local, state and national government agencies are finding that
linking street network files with other existing databases (e.g., land registration, local
property tax records, public utility inventories, etc.) can improve their operations and
planning efforts. Although city planners use Census data regularly to undertake socio-
economic analysis for various neighborhoods, many have previously been unable to
access this data via a city-wide GIS. This would entail standardizing data collection and
exchange procedures in order to facilitate public agencies to share data easily. A benefit
of such an integrated multi-user database would allow planners to better understand the
complex socio-economic and environmental impacts of proposed developments, as well
as automate existing geocoding and spatial analysis functions. Furthermore, the potential
synergistic benefits to municipal planning and management operations have yet to be
explored.
A. CITY-WIDE INTEGRATION
Most local government record keeping concerning streets, demographics, utilities, and
public services are indexed using address geocodes. Unfortunately, very little
information is shared between municipal departments due to the inability to integrate
various databases. Some city departments are implementing street network files to fulfill
their own needs and without regard for mapping or GIS activities being undertaken in
other departments. When there is evidence of redundant collection and maintenance of
data and a lack of exchange standards, will a city begin to consider an integrated street
network file. The following is an example of how one municipal government is
attempting to integrate street network files between its various departments.
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1) CAMBRIDGE, MA
The city of Cambridge, MA, is currently exploring how to guide future GIS development
which meets the rapidly changing needs of its departments. Although Cambridge cannot
afford a multi-user GIS at this time, some departments are beginning to develop
computer mapping and GIS systems on their own. For example, the Community
Development Department is looking to purchase an affordable GIS package
(ATLAS/GIS). The Elections Committee is looking to Purchase TIGER files, 1990
Census population information, and mapping software to aid them in their redistricting
tasks. The Emergency Management office has already purchased CAMEO III software
from the EPA and will soon be loading the 1990 TIGER files into this system. The
Police and Fire department are actively pursuing the development of a Computer Aided
Dispatch Program (CAD) for the city.
Each of these mapping, GIS and dispatching efforts require accurate up-to-date TIGER
street network files. In response to these activities, an ad-hoc data standards group has
been formed to deal with the issues of: 1) address and parcel ID standards; 2) street
naming conventions; 3) improved mapping processes; and 4) the coordination of city-
wide GIS development. Establishing flexible data standards will hopefully enable each
agency to undertake data development, as they attempt to develop mapping and low-end
GIS capabilities. This ad-hoc group will also serve as an in-house technical support
group, whereby the collective experiences of the whole group will help to solve the
inevitable technical and institutional problems which will inevitably arise. The city
intends to prepare for eventual GIS development by first standardizing its city-wide data,
assessing departmental GIS requirements, and creating a working GIS Committee. The
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lack of resources to commit to an inter-agency GIS project has compelled the city to
concentrate on data integration first, and the GIS implementation later. As time goes on,
this group will explore the costly process of an inter-agency GIS development.
B. COUNTY DATA INTEGRATION
In many states, particularly in the western U.S., county governments play the major role
in street network and GIS development. As stated by many of the persons in this study,
the county level of government, because of its mandates and resources, is the best suited
to effectively integrate street network files across departments in a truly multi-user
fashion. Furthermore, in urbanized areas counties must also strive to integrate their
databases with the city government. Coordinating system and database development to
meet each government's (county and city) requirements creates an added level of
complexity, but as experienced in San Diego, it can also spread out maintenance and
operations responsibilities. The following examples are of three counties undertaking
sophisticated GIS development where DIME street network files have formed a solid
base map foundation for other GIS coverages.
1) SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY, CA
The San Bernardino Geographical Information Management System (GIMS) is designed
as an internal county government information system which provides GIS services to
county departments and other government agencies. The County of San Bernardino has
worked closely with the county sheriff, fire, police and emergency response groups in
developing and maintaining their street network file. The GIMS project is networked
with other county and city offices such as the assessor, tax revenue, school district,
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environmental health, etc. Following a model for distributed computer networking, all
county GIMS users are responsible for the costs of GIMS operations and maintenance.
Revenues are rendered from services and have been designed to cover the $3.4 million
cost of basemap development.
The GIMS street network geofile is being used and maintained daily by the county's
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) to assist in emergency vehicle dispatching. It is also
used by the Superintendent of Schools, School Districts, Planning, Transportation, Public
Health, Data Processing, and Environmental Health departments for various address
matching and mapping activities. As a result, errors or inconsistencies identified by these
groups are corrected to improve the geofile, assuring spatial data consistency and
network geography updates throughout the County. The street network file can be
purchased through a licensing agreement from the county for public and private sector
mapping and GIS uses (Gooch Interview).
2) SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CA
The Road Information Module (RIM) for the Regional Urban Information Systems
(RUIS) project for San Diego County is currently being developed from a number of
sources: the backbone of the street network file is taken from an enhanced DIME file; the
city and county assessors office are providing the parcel-ID component; and the land base
is derived from a recently completed survey done by the gas and electric company. These
three components will be merged into the RIM module. The address components in the
DIME file will be geo-referenced with the parcel and utility database. Most of the
current applications for the street network file are used for geocoding. For example
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many of the city agencies such as the building inspector, water and utility offices use the
system for address validation. Furthermore, the soon to be completed RIM database will
be compatible with the police and fire 911 emergency response systems currently being
used by both the city and county. The main developers of this module include the county
public works office, the city and county assessors, and the city engineering section.
Currently, much of the maintenance of the basemap is done by the county assessors
office, since it is best suited to keep tract of the rapid development occurring in the San
Diego area.
3. PIMA COUNTY, AZ
The Pima County, AZ, Interactive Mapping & Automated Geographic Information
Network (IMAGIN) project is currently implementing a distributed GIS system. The
main central coordination is located within the County Manager's office. Through a
distributed network, departmental workstations are able to communicate with the central
office, a strategy which works well for sharing information and coordinating updates.
The County is currently working with a variety of departments in the development and
maintenance of its databases, and inter-agency cooperation has lead to data standards
which allow information to be integrated smoothly between the various departmental
users. Currently, the major county participants include: transportation, assessing, water,
city 911, and utilities. Each user will be allowed to access the data, but will share a
responsibility in maintaining their individual component (Trobia Interview).
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C. REGIONAL AGENCY INTEGRATION
Phone survey research showed that the role of the Regional Planning Agencies tended to
play various roles: 1) A central clearing house for regional information, 2) a technical
GIS center to advise other users and 3) a research center to assist in regional policy
making. Unlike the unit of analysis required by local governments (e.g., parcel level
data), regional agencies tend to be more concerned with spatial data needs at a larger
geographic scale (e.g., tracts, neighborhoods,etc.). Furthermore, street network
information is used for regional demographic and transportation modeling more than it is
for local address matching. These agencies generally fulfill a top-down service of
providing regional digital information to cities, counties and school districts.
As noted in the previous chapter, regional agencies throughout the country are in
different positions regarding their roles in providing regional information. For example
the Atlanta Regional Commission has implemented region-wide street network files and
intends to maintain them indefinitely. San Diego Association of Governments (San
DAG), on the other hand, intends to remove itself from the data maintenance tasks and
focus on undertaking regional planning analysis and serving as a clearinghouse for
regional data. This difference for these two agencies taking on different responsibilities
has its reasons. First, the Atlanta Regional Commission is the only government entity in
the region that can provide and maintain accurate street network information necessary to
undertake their planning and analysis. Conversely, The San Diego city/county RUIS
Project has taken on the responsibilities of implementing and maintaining street network
information for the county-wide. This arrangement permits San DAG to pursue its other
responsibilities (e.g., regional analysis, information inventory). As more local
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governments become actively involved in maintaining their own street network files, the
regional agencies role will focus on the inventory and analysis of regional information.
LIMITATIONS TO REGIONAL INTEGRATION
As evident in other levels of data integration, data quality and compatibility is another
serious problem facing the regional agency's attempt to integrate data from other outside
agencies. Very often, if data standards have not been consistent from the onset, outside
acquired data may come poorly documented, which can lead to many problems in
determining the overall quality of the database. Without standards, there is almost no
way to assess the quality of outside data, what standards were used in its creation, what
source the data came from, and the exact meaning and purpose of the coding in the
attribute fields. Quite often, the contact person for distributing the infornation is
unfamiliar with the details of the database. Furthermore, integrating a variety of data
from sources which record and store data in various formats requires a table of
equivalence, so that users can convert the data to the necessary scale. Unfortunately, such
data integration is troublesome. With the establishment of data standards, regional
governments can play an important role in harmonizing their information needs.
Although regional agencies would like towns to provide them with many types of
updated coverage information (e.g., street network files, population forecasts, school
enrollment, etc.), in most cases, most local agencies are not far enough along on their
data development to make the exchange of digital data feasible. In some cases, towns
have hired consultants to do their data development only to find the data has become
proprietary for local use only. Furthermore, many towns are developing systems on
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various hardware platforms and software without a common data exchange format, nor
standard database formats; thereby hindering data integration efforts.
D. STATE INTEGRATION
Most states have a data center which coordinates the collection, maintenance and
distribution of state-wide data. Many states are now actively pursuing the development
of GIS centers which can provide a similar service as data centers, but with a focus on
spatial data. State GIS centers play varying roles and responsibilities. The following is a
short list of some of the responsibilities that these agencies play.
1) Collect and Disseminate state-wide digital spatially-referenced data;
2) Undertake research and analysis;
3) Provide a Forum for bringing GIS users together;
4) Facilitate in GIS and spatial data issues;
5) Provide Spatial Data Standards for the state;
6) Serve as a good contact source and advice to users;
7) Provide GIS technical training to other agencies;
8) Serve as a clearing house for state-wide information;
9) Assist policy makers in the redistricting and reapportionment process;
10) Provide technical GIS services to state agencies and the public;
1) WISCONSIN LAND RECORDS PROGRAM
Wisconsin has undertaken significant efforts in addressing the long-term requirements
necessary for the modernization of its land records. This state program has led to the
establishment of the Wisconsin Land Information Association (WLIA), an association of
state and local officials, and representatives from professional organizations, utilities and
mapping service providers; the creation of ad-hoc state agency data sharing groups; and
closer linkages between university and governmental modernization programs. The state
inter-agency data sharing and standards group in now developing format and data
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exchange standards for parcel street network and parcel information state-wide. While
the Wisconsin Department of Transportation is maintaining the state's 1:100,000 DLG-
based highway network, the Land Information Program is currently investigating the
integration of the DOT's state-wide highway network with the county level TIGER-
based street network coverage (Fletcher Interview).
2) OREGON LAND RECORDS COMMITTEE
The Oregon Land Records Committee (OLRC) has set an example in emphasizing
street network file maintenance and use. It is attempting to foster the development of
addressing systems and integrated address registers by local government for the location
of a variety of spatial information (parcels, traffic accidents, buildings, wells, etc.). This
organization has recommended that:
"counties develop a County Geographic Index, which uses the U.S.
Bureau of the Census TIGER files as a spatial framework. The OLRC
County Geographic Index recommended program goes beyond [the]
address conversion capability [of TIGER]. An important extension is to
include a Parcel Index (a geographic cross-reference file) to the County
Assessor's parcel data. A Parcel Index includes the following: 1) tax lot
number, 2) owner name, 3) site address, 4) xy coordinates and 5) areas in
which the tax lot is located, such as tax district, city, and school district.
It is proposed that this Parcel index be in the TIGER framework, and thus
part of the County Geographic Index.
Although the x,y coordinates in TIGER are not highly accurate,
approximate coordinates for addresses and tax lots can be interpolated
using address range information. Tax lots without addresses will have to
be digitized for inclusion. As more accurate x,y coordinate information
becomes available for tax lots and and street intersections, the less
accurate information can be replaced easily (Dueker 1989, p. 4). "
The construction of a 911 database using TIGER will serve as the basis for the County
Geographic Index. It has also proposed that a telephone tax and property taxes fund such
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as system.
3. LIMITATIONS TO STATE INTEGRATION
Although state agencies would like to work closely with local (city and county agencies)
to meet their data needs, the role of these state centers has traditionally been to serve the
data requirements at the state level. Except for the notable exception of Wisconsin
(Holland interview), each state's data mandates and requirements have not necessarily
been compatible with local governments (e.g., scale, unit of analysis, urban v. resource-
based). As a result, these centers have generally failed to fully meet the unique needs of
local governments. The following are other problems arising from the integration and
acquisition of state-level data.
The Arlington, MA, city planning department, finds that the scale of information
provided by the regional and state GIS organizations is not very useful for the type of
planning done by the local planning department. Only the landuse information is useful,
with the other coverages providing too coarse a scale. Moreover, much of the
information used by the city of Arlington is in too great a detail to be of use by the state
GIS center Mass/GIS (O'Brien Interview).
Members of the Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission have noted that
state and regional coordination of local data is lacking in regards to data maintenance and
exchange. Although the Mass/GIS has undertaken a remarkable feat in providing a
variety of large scale environmental coverages, a formal mechanism for updating these
state-wide coverages with local data does not exist. Despite Mass/GIS's use of TIGER
street network files, there is no program currently aimed at integrating other urban-
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related coverages for Massachusetts. The fact that the Mass/GIS Center resides within
the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs may be one reason for this natural
resource-based bias (Votour Interview).
In Riverside, CA, the County GIS Center has had some difficulty in accessing state data.
Apparently, state data is not as readily available to local governments as it is to regional
agencies. Moreover, much of the state data tends to be natural resource related and are
at a scale which is too small for city and county uses. Furthermore, there appears to be a
lack of communication between the county and the state, and between the county and the
Southern California Association of Governments SCAG, a regional planning agency, in
regards to data needs and integration (Hollister Interview).
In Vermont, the state-wide GIS project requires local governments to provide locally
collected information (e.g. parcel information, zoning, etc.) to be inventoried at the state
level. Unfortunately, most local governments are not capable of fulfilling the digital data
requirements that the state GIS Center has put upon them. Furthermore, there have been
few real incentives, in terms of resources, to help local governments develop their own
local GIS systems.
These examples explore some of the existing problems that arise when integrating state-
wide GIS data with local, regional and state agencies. Although some of these problems
are technical, many of the more formidable constraints in information integration are
institutional.
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E. FEDERAL INTEGRATION
1) U.S. BUREAU OF CENSUS
Past experiences show that the Bureau has been unable to effectively integrate local
updates to their DIME and TIGER releases in a timely fashion. The Census Bureau is
now planning to work with state and federal agencies for TIGER data coordination and
maintenance efforts (Census 1990). Methodologies and institutional arrangements
whereby the Census Bureau and cooperating agencies would exchange digital geographic
data are now being evaluated by the Census (LaMacchia Interview).
Ideally, the Census Bureau would like every state to develop a coordinating committee to
deal with gathering the updated TIGER geography and attribute data for the year 2000
Census. Nevertheless, very few states have followed Wisconsin's example, of enacting a
state land information board that empowers county governments to coordinate a state-
wide TIGER file maintenance program. In addition, very few towns and cities have
instituted operational GISs which can update the TIGER line files. Some local and
regional agencies are hesitant to give the Census Bureau a copy of an updated street file.
They are unwilling to lose their investment when the Census Bureau passes this
information into the public domain through the next release of TIGER. Furthermore, the
Census Bureau has not created enough incentives to make local agencies willing to
cooperate with their efforts. Towns generally tend to fall into three groups regarding the
exchange of Census street network data between the local government and federal
government. The first group comprises agencies that have an updated line file which they
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intend to share with the Census for future TIGER updates. The second group are towns
which have a well maintained street network file, but because they have invested a great
deal in its development and maintenance, are reluctant to give away their hard earned
investment to the Census Bureau for no compensation. Members in the third group, the
majority of towns and counties, are either slowly becoming aware of the existence of
street network files; are barely beginning to use them; or simply are not ready to use
them. Moreover, they currently have nothing to contribute to the Census in the way of
digital street network updates (Cooke Interview).
2) U.S.GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
In regards to other federal agency involvement, there has been some controversy
regarding the role of the U.S. Geologic Survey's (USGS) past role in urban street
network file development at the national level. As stated in a recent report evaluating the
Future of the National Mapping Division (NMD):
in a sense, the current National Mapping Program can be viewed as a
by-product of research in earth science disciplines. It has great value as
such, but this traditional emphasis on physical (or "natural") resources as
primary map categories and regional level, relatively large scales for its
maps has given it certain biases. These biases restrict its value to
potential users across the nation who have different geographic
information requirements--be they socioeconomic, geopolitical, scientific,
cultural, or demographic in nature--or require this information with a
finer texture (larger scale)(National Research Council 1990:8).
This statement outlines some of the lack of emphasis given to urban level mapping need
by the National Mapping Division. The report goes on to strongly recommend that the
NMD begin emphasizing more detailed map coverages to fulfill the nation's growing
demand for urban scaled maps.
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G. PUBLIC/PRIVATE SECTOR INTEGRATION
Recently, there has been increasing cooperation between local governments, utility
companies, and private sector digital data firms (e.g., ETAK, GDT, Rand McNally) to
develop useful street network files. The Baltimore Planning Council is currently
negotiating a deal with ETAK which would provide both groups with an integrated
version of the region-wide database for the Baltimore area. In this agreement, the
council will provide all of the attribute information to the basemap (placenames,
addresses, etc.) and ETAK will upgrade the cartographic coverage. The end result will
be a product line of digital basemaps, which meet USGS accuracy standards, and whose
maintenance and revenues would be shared by both.
In Pima County, the IMAGIN project has negotiated an agreement with the local utility
companies, whereby the county will provide the utility with a copy of the master address
ranges, in return for the utility's assistance in maintaining and updating the existing
address ranges. Furthermore, the utility has agreed to provide $20,000 to cover some of
the development costs of IMAGIN. The Riverside GIS project receives up to $50,000 in
revenues for map production services to public and private agencies annually. Although
this does not recoup all of the operating costs of the project, it is a substantial sum. The
agency has an extensive cliental (e.g. School Districts, municipalities, county
departments, bankers, consultants, etc.), which it services with map products, digital data,
programming, and applications development. The San Bernardino County GIMS
Projects recently signed an agreement with Thomas Brothers Map Company to acquire
photogrammetric information which would enhance the positional accuracy of their
existing DIME based street network file. Under this agreement, Thomas Brothers Maps
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would improve the positional accuracy of their road network while the County maintains
the attribute information. The full development costs are being born by both agencies.
Furthermore, GIMS is also charging developer (impact) fees in unincorporated areas of
the county to supplement its operating costs (Gooch interview).
These are three examples of how local and regional agencies are looking toward non-
traditional partners for the development of street network fies and other GIS coverages.
Under these arrangements, both parties gain from sharing the development costs for a
coverage which is mutually beneficial.
I. SUMMARY
This Chapter has explored the importance of data integration within a public agency, and
across other departments and agencies. It has highlighted the importance of technical,
procedural and organizational changes necessary to undertake successful data sharing
among systems and organization. Some of the major issues that were brought up were:
(1) the necessity for establishing data standards and exchange formats; (2) the need for
acquiring data from other agencies to enhance planning and operations; (3) the
importance of dealing with this issue at all levels of government. Each agency can play
an important role in coordinating GIS activities within their jurisdiction. By developing
a strong awareness for data standards and coordinating the collection and maintenance of
information with principal departments and agencies, an effective data integration
program can be implemented. Chapter Six will look more closely at the maintenance of
these files
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CHAPTER 6
MAINTENANCE OF STREET NETWORK FILES
INTRODUCTION
The maintenance of street network files, such as the U.S. Census TIGER line files, at the
local, regional, and state level presents particular challenges to government agencies
wishing to maintain and develop useful geographic information systems. How these
agencies do this, and what are the institutional and organizational arrangements
necessary for the maintenance of these files are questions of critical importance to
agencies involved in GIS development. This chapter will address the technical
requirements and procedures that are necessary to make these files sustainable over time
for planning and management. The phone survey was the basis for most of the findings
in this paper. These interviews examined a number of agencies (city, county, regional
and federal) which have implemented street network files and the maintenance
requirements necessary to support their continued use. The topics covered will include:
the value of maintaining street network files; common street network maintenance
operations; identifying maintenance limitations; the necessity for data standards; and a
recommended procedure for developing a street network file.
A. WHAT DOES MAINTAINING THESE FILES MEAN?
Although DIME and TIGER street network files were intended primarily to help
undertake the Census enumeration process, public agencies and private data resellers
have been carefully enhancing these files to improve both the attribute detail and
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positional accuracy necessary for users. Yet what does it really mean to enhance a street
network file? How does an agency improve the positional accuracy of the original DIME
or TIGER geography? How is the attribute information updated? These are questions
which users will inevitably encounter when attempting to use these files.
DIME and TIGER street network files can represent a relatively accurate description of
the existing street network, political boundaries, census and local geographic areas, as
well as non-street features. However, the urban environment is dynamic and alterations
in the network are constantly occurring. Additions, deletions and changes to an existing
street network pattern occur daily. Therefore, the usefulness of the files will deteriorate
rapidly if the files are not updated and maintained regularly to reflect the ongoing
changes in urban areas. This is especially true in fast growing areas. More importantly,
the research showed that although local governments currently may not have introduced
street network files into their operations, they are invariably the level of government best
suited to maintain this information. The following list outlines some of the more
common street network maintenance routines.
a) Positional Accuracy
b) Segmentation
c) Topology
d) Address Ranges
e) Attribute Definition
f) Street Aliases
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g) One-to-Many, Many-to-One Problems
h) Dynamic Data (Time of Day)
Although there is no one best way to enhance street network files, much can be learned
from the experiences of public agencies currently undertaking street network
enhancement. Based on the phone survey and literature research undertaken, street
network files have generally been implemented in one of two manners: 1) to fulfill
specific departmental planning or operation requirements; or 2) as part of a multi-
participant GIS project where the street network coverage is one of many essential
coverages. In both cases, departmental requirements generally determine attribute
information requirements, levels of accuracy and data standards.
1) REGULAR MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS
Regular street network maintenance operations can usually be undertaken in a mapping
or GIS environment. Some of the more common procedures undertaken by the local
governments are featured in Figures 10 and 11, and include:
a) Adding New Streets
b) Adding or Moving City Boundaries
c) Priority Naming Street Network Segments and boundary overlaps (topology)
d) Realignment of Existing Features
e) Editing Attributes on Existing Arcs
f) Address Range Correction
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Figure 9
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Figure 10
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2) DEPARTMENTAL MAINTENANCE
Since each municipal department has distinct applications for street network files, it is
important that the underlying data structure of the files be maintained in a manner which
serves departmental information needs. The following are some of the single-purpose
examples of maintaining street network files. For example, the planner and assessor in
Arlington, MA each ensure that their DIME street network file's address ranges
correspond to the city's parcel ID's. Since most of the uses for this file are currently
planning related, the issue of positional accuracy of the line file is less of an issue.
In contrast, the city engineer for Pima County, AZ is more concerned about the precision
of their street network file than he is about its address matching capabilities. Having the
street center line geography actually run down the center of the street, ensures
meaningful transportation modeling applications when superimposed with other
coverages.
The Election Commissioner in Cambridge, MA will be concerned with integrating and
verifying the completeness and integrity of the population statistical data (P.L. 94-171)
with the TIGER files. Every record in the the P.L. 94-171 database must have an exact
match to a single TIGER entity and every TIGER geographic area must have a
corresponding record in the P.L. 94-171 data. This task must be undertaken (either in-
house or contracted out) before the city can use these files with redistricting software
(Schweitzer 1991).
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3) MULTI-DEPARTMENTAL MAINTENANCE
Developing a street network file which can be used by multiple departments will require
address geocodes that are consistent in content and format. This will enable street
network and address information to be exchanged between cooperating departments. A
master address file can provide an official source for address format and content; it may
be developed from one or more existing sources (e.g., public works, assessor, etc.) or
from a street survey (MacGafey and Shalit 1989).
Each department within a local govemment requires information at various levels of
resolution and accuracy. It is important that local agencies, at the onset of system
conception, clearly determine the data standards necessary for their operations. It is
important to determine a level of accuracy necessary in both the precision of the
geography and accuracy of the attributes, keeping in mind the increase in development
and maintenance cost and effort as precision and accuracy requirements increase. For
example, most of the current map sheets used in the city of Cambridge are over ten years
old, and many of them are based on surveys that are over 50 years old. Nevertheless,
many of the departments currently using this information generally require more accurate
maps and attribute information than is currently available. By determining standards for
positional accuracy and attribute detail in advance, an assessment of what exists in-house
and what is required to undertake departmental tasks can proceed.
Developing and maintaining a city or county or region-wide street network file to be used
by a variety of departmental users will inevitably complicate the process of network file
development. Nevertheless, if it is coordinated well, it could save the user departments
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considerable time and money by sharing in the development and maintenance costs.
This has been the case for a number of County agencies surveyed.
B. IDENTIFYING FILE LIMITATIONS
As users undertake the enhancement of DIME, TIGER and other street network files,
they encounter a number of limitations. The more immediate of these tend to be errors of
omission due to the growth of the metropolitan area which has not been recorded in the
network file. Other errors include the lack of geographical precision in TIGER and
DIME line geography with displacement averaging 40 meters, with a maximum of 600
meters (Hubert 1989); streets lacking continuity in some cases, and taking on incorrect
geometry in other cases; the lack of rural address ranging; and problems in the coding of
address range information (e.g., street name spelling, incorrect address ranges, and blank
address range coverages).
It is first necessary to identify which of the problems above require correction and then
maintenance. Second, if maintenance is to be undertaken (particularly in a multi-user
environment), one must determine which department(s) are best suited to maintain the
data. For instance, the Cambridge, MA, Assessing Office, in combination with the Water
Department, are in the best position to enhance the address range information in that city.
The assessor maintains all of the city's parcel ID and address information, while the
water department is quick to provide address information to all of its customers --
particularly in new developments. In other cases, the fire and police agencies using a 911
system may be more appropriate sources for updated street network information. This has
been the case in many of the multi-user GIS systems which were developed in
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cooperation with police and fire agencies.
C. MAINTAINING LINE FEATURES
It is important for local agencies to check the precision and accuracy of their street
network files to decide which problems exist in their area. For example, the Milwaukee
GIS Project is comparing the accuracy of their existing network fie with that of the 1990
TIGER line file. Visual analysis by overlaying the two coverages should outline some of
the stark differences in geographic precision. Address geocoding will also be undertaken
to test the accuracy of the new TIGER product compared to the existing network file.
As noted earlier, there are a number of methods to improve the precision of the DIME,
TIGER and DLG geography. These methods generally begin with digitizing a street
centerline for the area from large scale orthophotos. Then it is necessary to undertake
topological normalization, whereby each segment in the TIGER line file is related to the
newly digitized centerline base map. The Census attributes are then geocoded to the
newly digitized segments, leaving a centerline street network file which actually runs
down the center of the street, and containing all of the Census and other agency attribute
data. The network file is then scrubbed for data errors. This process of relating or
rubbersheeting two basemaps (TIGER coverage and an ortho-photo coverage) requires
substantial human intervention. This operation would typically be undertaken through
the use of a GIS editing environment (e.g., ARC/edit). Although other less complicated
(and less expensive) methods exist to improve the relative precision of street network
files, the above method seems to be the current choice by many government agencies.
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1) ORANGE COUNTY, FL
Orange County, FL is also using the previous method of integrating the Census (DIME)
attributes to a more precise street network created from large scale ortho-photos.
Nevertheless, one of the main problems with this technique, is that the two basemaps can
be wildly different, hence making the link very difficult. For example, two coverages'
segments may not match up or the geography will be represented differently. One
method for resolving this is to warp the nodes in one coverage to fit into those of the
other. Regarding the maintenance of Feature ID's and ID numbers for integrity of the
TIGER file, ARC/INFO will create it's own IDs. These ID's can be easily noted by the
Census for updating (Gibson Interview).
1) WASHOE COUNTY, NV
In Washoe County, NV, the street centerline was created in ARC/INFO by digitizing
down the middle of the streets from an orthophoto-based coverage of assessing parcel
boundaries. Once that centerline information was entered, a one-to-one feature link was
undertaken. The older DIME line coverage was thrown out and the attributes were
updated. The development and maintenance of this coverage was primarily undertaken
by the planning and assessing departments. Although additional police tract and block
information has been included they are not currently working with the police and fire
department's 911 system to undertake address range updating (Reed Interview).
Many of the county and regional agencies currently using DIME do not anticipate
migrating to the 1990 TIGER file since they would gain very little in doing so. These
agencies have invested substantial time and efforts enhancing their existing DIME based
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system. They find that it would be extremely expensive and wasteful to convert to
TIGER, given the fact that the 1990 TIGER fies will inevitably be more outdated than
their existing DIME files. Furthermore, these agencies have DIME files that are more
current than the 1990 TIGER files in terms of accurate address ranges, and new street
links. It would be more meaningful to 'upgrade' their existing databases by relating
essential items from the 1990 Census TIGER files into their DIME files (e.g., 1990
Census Track and Block Information, shape points, street aliases, cross references, etc.).
As mentioned by one of the GIS managers interviewed, it is much easier to join the
appropriate TIGER block and tract information onto an already enhanced DIME network
file, than it is to convert their updated DIME files into a TIGER format (Hollister
Interview).
D. MAINTAINING ATTRIBUTE FEATURES
For many agencies the positional accuracy in existing street network files is not as critical
a problems as the detail (or lack of it) of the attribute data. The use of the file will have
an influence on how it is maintained and what attributes are necessary. For example, a
911 database requires not only addresses, but also emergency service zones, street
intersections, route and milepoints, and networks for minimum path routing. Other users,
such as assessors and building inspectors, may require additional attributes such as parcel
ID, owner, etc.
Although the use of relational databases can help simplify the maintenance process, there
is no simple method for enhancing DIME or TIGER attributes which does not involve
considerable investment initially. Some agencies have spent years simply "fixing" their
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street network file to a level where they can be used. Once the files are "fixed", the
maintenance of the files is relatively easier, if the process is well planned and managed.
Some of the major attribute maintenance tasks include: correcting street names;
identifying and correcting address ranges; standardizing address formats; inserting new
attributes previously missing in the original file; adding new fields of information
necessary for departmental uses; and developing a correspondence table which links
street network data to departmental data either by address, parcel ID, or another
identifier. The establishment of street naming conventions and other standards will also
be necessary to coordinate the maintenance of the file in a manner that will coincide with
other departmental users. Although the maintenance of the files is practicable, the ripple
effects of format changes in distributed applications setting are complex, and may not be
well understood beforehand.
For most of the street network users, attribute information is updated incrementally as
errors and revisions are noted by the participant users at the city and county level. Only
by creating a master geofile whereby departmental users share and are responsible for
maintaining the data, will the network file be properly updated. Again, the introduction
of data standards which are adhered to by all agencies responsible for data maintenance
is crucial in ensuring that the information can be used city or county-wide. Furthermore,
it is important to ensure that unique line segment and record number ID's are maintained
with all street network updates. This is necessary if local agencies intend to exchange
data with other regional, state or Census users.
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E. THE NEED FOR DATA STANDARDS
Currently, for many agencies using street network files there are consistency problems
between the various departments on how they digitize and enter data. Standards, or lack
of them, are still a problem even in some of the more sophisticated GIS projects.
Furthermore, there is often no consistent and dependable verification routine for address
encoding. The fact that a variety of street naming conventions exist in every urban area
does not help matters. Hence, the value of the street network coverage and a GIS would
increase tremendously if departments would standardize their data collection and
maintenance conventions (e.g., street names, street types, etc.). The development of
standards will often arise as a result of experience and consensus among the various
users.
Other problems arising from the lack of standards include attribute coding that is poorly
defined or at times left to the discretion of those entering the data, with no consistency
between projects and little leadership from the data requesters. Poorly defined objectives
regarding the level of accuracy required is another problem. If technically capable GIS
staff are absent, much of the data QA/QC must be undertaken by staff who are not
cartographers and who may have a poor grasp of how to select accurate data and how to
proof a map (Oberline 1990). Since the Census Bureau and State and Regional Agencies
have yet to outline definite updating standards to be used by local agencies, some local
agencies are developing their own.
As mentioned earlier, customized street network files which meet the specifications of
the particular 911 emergency response software are now being developed for a great
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number of urban areas. If undertaken without the participation of other departmental
agencies these highly accurate computer aided dispatch files will be incompatible for
other departments' use. The development of a state-wide master geofile can serve the
role of a common denominator for information exchange.
States can play an important role in the developing an maintaining enhanced 911
databases. They can provide a consistent approach to database development, while
allowing the ability to support future extensions for new applications and users. Some of
the reasons for developing a state-wide approach to implementing enhanced 911 include:
1) faster and more accurate dispatching of appropriate emergency response
teams to emergency situations;
2) consistent levels of emergency protection for all residents of the state;
3) assurance of complete coverage for all areas and locations within the state;
4) ability to dispatch to all locations, whether described by address, intersection,
road name, milepoint or coordinate;
5) cost efficiency and uniformity of costs for dispatching and related services;
6) improved reporting of ancillary information regarding crime, emergency needs
and unsafe highway and road conditions; and
7) better coordination with state mapping issues and the ability to work with a
standardized base map.
(Dueker, Mason, and Jennings 1989)
F. SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURES
Although the development of a master street network file will be determined by local
circumstances, MacGaffey and Shalit developed some useful suggestions to guide future
developers who may wish to test the usefulness of existing street network files.
(1) Explore the issue in early stages of system planning and development.
(2) Inventory all address related files. The inventory should include the original
sources for the file, format, content, sources of the information for maintenance,
and completeness.
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(3) Perform afield check of candidate files.
(4) Document the activities that depend on each address based file.
(5) Identify applications which will require addressed based information.
(6) Lay out the institutional and financial considerations of developing and
maintaining a master address file.
(7) Rally the support of all participants, using planned applications as the
inducement.
(8) Create a master address file and procedures for all participants to maintain
and use it.
(9) Pass an ordinance confirming the master address file as the authoritative
source for addresses.
(10) Implement a publicity campaign encouraging the public to clearly post
visible house numbers. (MacGaffey and Shalit 1989)
They also suggest the following conceming the structure and content of a master address
files (MacGaffey and Shalit 1989):
(12) Associate the address master file with the graphic center-lines.
(13) Adopt intersection numbers and incorporate them into the master address
file.
(14) Adopt record layout in which all address components are in separate fields.
(15) Have each record in the master address file include individual addresses
with right/left orientation as well as cross street information.
(16) Leave room in each record for alternative street names such as route
numbers.
(17) Implement procedures to check spellings against a list of acceptable entities.
This procedure is very useful in outlining the major concerns when undertaking the
enhancement of street network files. Before undertaking point #12, (associating the
address master file with the graphic center-lines), it would be useful to include the
following operations: (1) inventory all existing address related files, including the source
of the file, format, content, sources of information for maintenance, and completeness;
(2) establish a standardized city or county-wide street name list which will be used to
match and correct existing street names in the road network file and related databases; (3)
check and correct address range information in the street file using city and county
assessing maps, utility maps, and postal maps as a reference; (4) compare the updated
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DIME or TIGER file to several existing address data bases such as an existing master
street list, Post Office addressing list, city utility billing list, to find missing and
incomplete street and address ranges.
G. SUMMARY
Since much of the data used by local governments is parcel based, the assessors office is
generally a key player in GIS and street network file development. In those urban areas
which have computer assisted dispatch systems, police and fire can also be key players in
maintaining the accuracy of existing address ranges. Since these databases are queried
quite heavily by fire, police and other local public agencies, enhancements are
continuously made in each of the user departments. Most of the GIS managers surveyed
felt confident that they had the most accurate street network file available for their area.
Regarding what is the best level of government to maintain various types of spatial data,
Robert Parrott of San DAG emphasized that the maintenance should not be scaled to the
size or type of government, but to the mandates of a particular government department or
agency. For example, in California where assessing data is maintained by the county,
this level of government is perhaps the best location for maintaining these files digitally.
The digital maintenance of this infonnation should be integrated to the current paper
maintenance procedures thereby automating the current process, and eliminating
redundancy.
The previous discussion has focused on the maintenance of street network files within
departmental and multi-departmental setting. The types of street network editing
procedures were introduced, as were some of the more common techniques that are being
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used by local governments to enhance existing DIME and TIGER files. Suggestions for
enhancing road network attribute information was also presented. Once again, the
necessity for standardizing the maintenance process was emphasized, since the
usefulness of any file over time can only come about through a well thought out
maintenance process. The following chapter will carefully explore the institutional
issues and requirements which arise from the maintenance of street network files.
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CHAPTER 7
INSTITUTIONAL MAINTENANCE ISSUES
INTRODUCTION
Throughout the country, there is no one local government agency solely responsible for
maintaining all of the country's street network geography information. At the same time,
there is no consistent designation of single city, county, or state agency to be directly
responsible for the inventory of streets, street names and their geography. The inability to
address this problem has created a significant constraint to the effective use of street
network files at the local, regional, state and federal level. For instance, city and county
public works departments are concerned with public roads and their maintenance, but are
not always responsible for a complete inventory of private roads, state highways, and
on-ramps, which are usually the domain of state DOT's. Furthermore, there is rich
variation in the type of streets, roads, and highway found in urban areas. A standard
classification scheme for dealing with this variety of roads has yet to emerge, though
local governments could greatly benefit from this type of information. Therefore, the
maintenance of street network coverages in most areas will proceed in a piecemeal
fashion until this issue is addressed (Lockfeld Interview).
This chapter explores the institutional issues arising from the maintenance of a variety of
street network files. Some of the concerns are focused on local governments, and others
on regional and state governments. Increasing importance is put on the role of the U.S.
Census Bureau's role regarding the maintenance of TIGER files. The latter part of the
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chapter will discuss some notable institutional arrangements which have arisen in
response to the need for coordinated maintenance operations.
A. DATA ACCURACY STANDARDS
A description of the resolution and variations in the amount of positional accuracy and
attribute detail for street network files was outlined in Chapter Two. As noted, the
TIGER address ranges are not accurate for many of the urbanized areas, and the
positional accuracy is inconsistent with true coordinates, in some cases by as much as
700 feet.
The graphic precision and resolution of the original street network is less than ideal for
many applications such as facilities management and engineering design which demand
highly accurate small-scale maps (e.g., 1:600 or 1:1200). The mapping resolution and
positional accuracy requirements at this level are much more stringent. These mapping
applications can be up to two orders of magnitude more expensive than simple planning
applications due to the increase in data volume and observation points (Dueker 1988).
Detailed attribute accuracy requirement is also costly to develop, though perhaps not as
costly as positional accuracy. In 911 street network applications, for example, the
confidence in the integrity of the database's attribute accuracy, rather than precision, is
paramount. Although, an 911 database may not require the positional accuracy that an
engineer may need, the location of streets and address ranges must be nearly flawless.
This demand for attribute accuracy requires field checks to be undertaken periodically to
check the quality of the database (McGregor Interview).
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B. CENSUS BUREAU INSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
The U.S. Bureau of Census currently serves as a clearinghouse for 1990 TIGER line
street network files. In regards to having cities maintain local TIGER street networks in a
format useful to the Census Bureau at a later date, one realizes that local updating
procedures are purely voluntary. The Census Bureau cannot force local governments to
participate in this process. Moreover, the Census Bureau has yet to initiate a creative
incentive strategy which would encourage local participation in their updates. Until
either of these mechanisms are implemented along with some form of state-wide
coordination, the process of locally updating Census TIGER files will be difficult.
Past experience shows that the Bureau has been unable to effectively, and with
timeliness, integrate local updates to their DIME and TIGER updates. The process for
TIGER line updates began in 1988 and is still underway. Annotated corrections done by
towns are on paper maps and are sent to regional Census Bureau offices for updating.
Unfortunately, the most recent update, undertaken in 1989, was hurried and resulted in a
poor response from local governments throughout the country. Limited resources at the
Census Bureau further hindered the staff's ability to encode all of the information
provided by local agencies (LaMacchia interview). Many local governments could not
commit the resources to deal with updating procedures. Discrepancies between the
timing of the 1990 TIGER release was also a problem and public agencies had very little
advance notice to prepare. Charles Dingman of the Census Bureau feels that with more
lead time, the 1990 TIGER version would have been more successful (Dingman
Interview).
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There is currently no standardized mechanism for the Census Bureau to accept digital
updates from the local level. An efficient method for doing this has yet to be created by
the U.S. Census Bureau. The Census Bureau would like to work with state and other
federal agencies in coordinating these TIGER data coordination and maintenance efforts
(U.S. Census Bureau 1990). The Census Bureau, in conjunction with USGS, is currently
evaluating an exchange standard and anticipates local digital updates to be a reality by
1995, when the Bureau begins to collect TIGER updates in preparation for the year 2000
Census.
The U.S. Census Bureau envisions local agencies to be in charge of their own TIGER or
DIME updating procedures. This process will be guided by a set of standards developed
by the Census Bureau (either interim TIGER exchange standards or SDTS) which will be
filtered at the state level. The states are intended to follow through with these standards
in the following ways: coordination of all the TIGER updates state-wide; administering
the updating standards; providing consistency; and finally to make the process workable
for the Census Bureau's timetable. Florida has created such an update policy and is now
implementing it in the Orange County GIS Project (Dingman Interview).
Although the Census Bureau has been working with some test counties and regional
governments (e.g., Orange County, FL, Baltimore, MD) in processing DIME and TIGER
files, a standard spatial file exchange format and standard has yet to emerge. Census
Bureau officials point out that there is no simple mechanism for the Census Bureau to
identify new features which have been updated by local government agencies. They are
currently considering the existing TIGER exchange format and the proposed Spatial Data
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Transfer System (SDTS), which promises to become the standard spatial data exchange
format beginning in 1991. Unfortunately, this standard is very complex and it is expected
to take a few years for third party developers to write the software programs necessary to
facilitate local government data exchange. Thus, the Census Bureau is currently facing a
dilemma: Do they implement a TIGER exchange format which would inevitably be
phased out with the adoption of SDTS, or wait a few years for SDTS to be adopted as the
standard? As of this writing, the official decision has yet to be made. Meanwhile, many
local agencies will be making many decisions using neither format.
If TIGER is to be useful to public and private users outside of the Census enumeration
process, success will lie in its maintenance procedures. Currently, street network
maintenance is being undertaken by both private and public sector agencies with
tremendous inefficiencies arising from redundant updating efforts by the various parties.
Although some feel that updating should be left to the Census Bureau, one can question
this federal organization's capacity to maintain address ranges for every street segment in
the country. After all, TIGER was created solely to assist in the nation's 1990 Census
enumeration process. The Census Bureau was largely unaware of its incredible potential
for local and commercial applications. Others would like the states to take an active role
in maintaining updated street network files state-wide. There is some movement in this
direction as states begin to enact state-wide 911 systems (Dueker, Mason, and Jennings
1989). Moreover, there is a likely possibility of TIGER updating to be contracted out to
the private sector. This may be a favorable development, given the private sector's
entrepreneurial approach in adding value (e.g., updating and enhancing attributes,
improving positional accuracy, incorporating roadway characteristics, etc.) to the files, at
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a price that users are willing to pay. Nevertheless, a worrisome outcome is if TIGER
migrates from the public to the private domain, thereby losing its value and affordability
as public domain information.
C. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
The most important maintenance issue facing agencies concerned with local street
network maintenance is the need to establish an institutional framework and data
standards to manage the information flow from various sources. Many municipal
departments now maintain spatial information in digital form (e.g., street network files,
parcel information, Census statistics) to support their decision making and operational
requirements. Unfortunately, the relatively high costs of implementing a GIS which can
utilize this data entails a competition for resources between departmental units. For
example, a planning department hoping to develop a GIS for planning and analysis, often
competes with an assessor who intends to automate parcel records into a GIS. The
municipal elections commission requires a small mapping system to help them undertake
redistricting, while police and fire departments are holding out for an enhanced 911
emergency response system. Determining priorities in the face of these diverse demands
is difficult. Furthermore, designing a pathway which would assess and satisfy each of
these users requirements for spatial data is even more difficult (Dueker 1985).
1. CENTRALIZATION V. DECENTRALIZATION
Despite the functional specializations of these departments, the information resources
used to undertake their responsibilities could be integrated into one logical system to
minimize redundancy and wasted resources which result from the duplication of efforts
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(Ezigbalike, Coleman, and Cooper 1988). Although small region GIS developments
(e.g., small towns, small cities) may be in a position to undertake a decentralized
approach to GIS and street network maintenance, larger organizations such as counties
and regional agencies, have found that a centralized approach to GIS system maintenance
has proven to be cost effective. For example, Clark County, NV, has centralized its
operations in the County Management Office. This was done to "minimize the
internecine conflicts," and to ensure the connectivity of management support (Foresman
1990). By being located in the manager's office, GISMO is more sheltered from the risks
of funding cuts and management support which can arise from a single department's
fiscal crisis. A centralized management approach would increase efficiencies because all
of the shared map information would be centrally coordinated and integrated. It has been
estimated that centralization would reduce staff time as much as 75 percent annually
(Lockfeld 1990). In a multi-user setting, a street network file an be viewed as a shared
database whereby the users are the custodians of their resources. Moreover "custodians
are assigned such that resources are allocated to sites where they would be maintained
most effectively and efficiently as part of the normal operations of the custodian
(Ezigbalike, Coleman, and Cooper 1988). " The central administrator would then be
responsible for the administration and maintenance of the common facilities.
2) NECESSITY FOR LOCAL MAINTENANCE
Most of the survey respondents (Parrott, Hollister, Reed, Arbeit, McGregor) emphasized
that maintenance should be undertaken as close to the responsible agency as possible.
They stressed the importance of having the departments which are functionally
responsible for maintaining data be in charge of updating their records digitally. For
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example, in California the county assessing agencies which are currently responsible for
maintaining parcel information have become very large and powerful GIS users.
Regional agencies, that had in the past undertaken network file maintenance for other
departments or lower levels of government (e.g. municipalities, school districts), are now
looking to delegate these tasks back to the responsible agencies. The regionals are trying
to get out of the business of updating other's information and get more strongly into
playing the role of information clearinghouse and research base. Whether they can
afford to do so remains to be seen. Nevertheless, many of the respondents felt that it is
more effective to have local agencies maintain their own database than to have a more
distance and higher level of government (i.e., regional agency) to do it for them.
D. ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES
Most of the agencies surveyed found that there are great expenses and expertise required
to maintain street network files. Although the quality of the original street network file
varies from place to place, these concerns increase as the street layer increases in use.
Many agencies have found that it is expensive to train and retain such expertise, since
there are only a limited number of people with such experience. Furthermore, it was
only the more wealthy counties and regional agencies that can afford to hire people for
full-time street network maintenance.
1) ORGANIZATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
As outlined by the Orange County, FL, GIS Project, many of the problems encountered
by agencies implementing GIS are due to organizational constraints (Trask 1990). They
include some of the following points.
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a) There is a problem with lack of GIS-related education for upper level
management decision makers. Such education is critical in order to get the
managerial and financial support which is necessary for network file
development.
b) There are also some difficulties with the lack of communication between
agencies This can be partly due to the independence in departmental operations
as well as the geographic separation between agencies.
c) Currently an alarming absence of cooperation exists within organizations as it
does between agencies. This comes as a result of agencies jealously guarding
their information, and from the lack of institutional mechanisms which would
facilitate such cooperation.
There is increasing evidence highlighting the organizational impacts that arise from the
introduction of such a complex technology on an institution (Campbell 1990).
2) STAFFING AND COSTS OF PRODUCTION CONSTRAINTS
Staffing-related issues concern the varying degree of computer skills and the willingness
of staff to learn to use these technologies to undertake planning and operations.
Awareness on the part of key officials, as well as technical specialists, can play a major
role in initiating the use of GIS and the particular importance of street network files.
Another problem facing many of the GIS shops and agencies dealing with the use of
street network and other digital information are the costs of production. The Baltimore
Regional Planning Council has found that street network maintenance can lead to an
overwhelming amount of expense on a three-month basis. Despite having four people
dedicated to the updating process, the maintenance of a street network file requires
substantial programming efforts. Furthermore, the results of this updating procedure are
of more direct use to other local agencies rather than their own. Nevertheless, some feel
that it is only a matter of time before these user agencies will subsume the work that
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regional agencies currently do, by undertaking their own updates in-house (Westerfeld
Interview). Whether these locally developed standards will be consistent at the regional
scale is an issue to be taken seriously.
E. STATE-LEVEL SPATIAL DATA CENTERS
Given today's technologies -- networked computers, county, state and national data bases
on CD ROM, large hard disk capacities, and high-speed modems--it is now very possible
to have local governments procure enhanced street network files from a regional or
state-managed GIS Center. Network files for particular jurisdictions could be accessed
on-line using a state menuing system. Furthermore, participating cities and agencies and
the private sector would pay for the costs of accessing such data. Under this proposal,
towns would not start from scratch (or raw TIGER files) when attempting to implement a
GIS or mapping project. They would purchase their software and dial in their request for
data and load it on-line in a standard format. City staff could then concentrate on the use
and enhancement of these files over time. Local updates would then be sent back to the
State GIS Center on a quarterly basis. This state database would be maintained in
whatever exchange standards (e.g. DLG, DIME, TIGER, SDTS) were established by the
state to coordinate with the Census Bureau for TIGER updates. A State GIS Center
which coordinates the development and maintenance of street network and other
statistical and natural resource coverages currently does not exist in many states. The
fact that very few towns are currently using this technology could result from the lack of
initiative from their state and regional agencies.
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The private sector could play a role in helping to get a State Center running by providing
enhanced network information, as well as providing updates from those areas which do
not have the local resources or institutional critical mass to do so. If the states do not
move quickly in this direction, the private sector could take over this role as provider of
street network information state-wide and nation-wide. Although some might consider
this to be a positive development, the control of the data is becoming a serious issue.
Furthermore, it is desirable from many viewpoints that data development and exchange
standards remain affordable and accessible to all.
WISCONSIN LAND INFORMATION BOARD
The Wisconsin Land Information Board could serve as a national example for state level
spatial data coordination efforts. This Board has been established to create standards for
local and county governments in the exchange of land related information (topological
and attribute). It recently developed a decentralized, local government oriented land
records modernization system that includes a mandate to develop a funding source. This
Board intends to coordinate the integration of a confederation of databases through a
"hands off" decentralized approach. Quality standards are being established, as are data
exchange formats. More importantly, the state has also created incentives for counties to
create and manage their own land information office. According to the Act, land
transaction fees were increased from $4 to $10 in July of 1991. Yet the counties can only
retain the increased revenues if they establish a land information office (Holland
Interview). Moreover, the focus of this initiative is for counties to develop the
organizational capacity to manage their jurisdiction's data locally. The state would
simply play a coordination and standardization role. By following this example of
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addressing the importance of urban digital data needs (e.g., street network files, assessing
information, zoning information) other state GIS Centers like Mass/GIS could provide a
tremendous boost toward serving the State's urban areas.
F. SUMMARY
It is now evident the institutional issues surrounding the maintenance of street network
files can not be easily resolved. Much work is still needed in regards to establishing
maintenance procedures at all levels of government. The potential role of various state
data centers concerned with the maintenance of road network data has also been
explained. The Census Bureau can also play a vital role in maintenance procedures
through the establishment of useful exchange standards which can be adhered to by local
agencies in their updating and data exchange. Moreover, the importance of private sector
involvement in street network maintenance has been noticeable and promises to be a
growing source of enhanced network files. The following chapter will explore these
issues more deeply and attempt to propose some institutional solutions for addressing the
problems identified in this chapter.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION
INTRODUCTION
This thesis began by examining the use and value of street network files in undertaking
many urban planning and management tasks. A point previously argued was, as the
demand for quality map and attribute data increases, the need to secure data already in
digital format will also spread. This need for digital data is what is currently driving the
interest in data exchange between city, county, regional and state agencies. The
combination of these databases, with either low-cost mapping packages or high-end
GISs, have shown that government users can now undertake various types of spatial
analysis (e.g., socio-economic, transportation, operational, etc.) on desktop computers in
ways previously not possible. Furthermore, the availability of this information has
provided a revolutionary new way to visualize and spatially associate agency information
which was previously analyzed in text form. This chapter will summarize the major
finding of the research and put forth some institutional and technical recommendations
which can facilitate the long-term development of street network files. The chapter
concludes with a list of suggested areas of research necessary for the continued
evaluation of street network file integration, and maintenance within public agencies.
A. VALUE OF STREET NETWORK FILES
Used either in a relational database systems, a mapping package, or in a GIS, street
network files comprise the fundamental road network database for an urban information
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systems. Nevertheless, the use and value of street network files in the past has been
limited for the following reasons.
a) previous efforts to produce, integrate and maintain accurate and detailed data had
proven to be more costly than anticipated for local government users;
b) the early technology and methods for making use of street network files was in its
infancy and required mainframe computer systems which was not easily accessible to
most local planning departments;
c) the technical difficulty of fixing the raw DIME files to be usable for planning or
municipal operations proved overwhelming for most local governments;
d) the institutional and organizational structures necessary to coordinate the
maintenance of these files did not exist.
Moreover, in the early 1980's only the large regional planning agencies or counties were
interested in this technology. During 1990, the ability to use automated street network
fies has filtered down to small local governments, in addition multitudes of small
businesses and marketing firms.
Although some of these early limitations still remain, the rapid increase in road network
file use has paralleled the explosion of GIS implementation. The push for increased
efficiency within local governments is now pressuring agencies to use computers in
automating existing processes. As computer hardware and software prices continue to
decline, their performance has rapidly increased, making desktop computing a
commonplace function in most government agencies. As the need for quality map and
attribute data increases, the demand for securing digital data will also soar.
Furthermore, if these technologies are to reach widespread use, the cost of securing
spatial data must decline. The emergence of a rich array of useful and affordable off-the-
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shelf street network databases created by the U.S. Census Bureau, U.S. Geological
Survey, and commercial vendors has benefited users who require updated files but cannot
afford the expense digitizing their own road network coverages. Moreover, the
institutional and organizational problems inherent with GIS implementation and
maintenance have now been recognized as critical issues to be resolved at the onset of
system implementation.
The technical and institutional advances which have taken place over the last decade
have enabled government users to implement GIS a useful planning and operations tool.
By referencing interrelated data by address, many standard local government record
keeping processes (e.g., streets maintenance, demographic analysis, utility billings, and
public services) can be indexed using address geocodes. The introduction of street
network files, combined with computer programs, now allows local government agencies
to attach geographic information (e.g., census tract, neighborhood area, tax district, etc.)
to non-graphic databases such as a tax roll and display the results in a mapped format.
This map database, which links geographic information with departmental information
by address, can then be used for a variety of planning, operations, cartography, and
decision support purposes. For example, a planning department can now combine
statistical information from the Census Bureau's 1990 street network files, with local
assessing and neighborhood boundary information, to compute the average assessed
value of property by census block, census tract, or neighborhood area. This base file can
be joined or related to it with other databases for further calculations.
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B. FUTURE APPLICATIONS: SDSS
As local governments integrate GIS throughout their agencies, the advent of desktop
mapping and analysis tools will provide a revolutionary new way to visualize and
associate spatial information. The advent of Spatial Decision Support Systems (SDSS)
will bring forth a setting where users will be able to easily combine software, street
network files and geo-referenced databases easily. SDSS packages will be designed for
specific decision making purposes such as redistricting and network routing that require a
decision maker to come up with immediate response necessary to "what-if" scenarios.
These systems will not require digitizing since they will utilize existing information.
Since SDSS will be designed in meeting the needs of decision makers and not GIS
technician, the user will not be required to be a GIS expert or have extensive knowledge
in digitizing, coordinate conversion, and polygon overlay (Cooke 1990). Like
spreadsheets in financial world, SDSS promises to be the equivalent in the planning and
public management arena. Street network files, combined with SDSS software will
enable government users to easily undertake powerful spatial analysis of social,
demographic and market variables on desktop computer platforms in ways that are
difficult today. Rather than associating addresses or parcel numbers in terms of lists and
tables, information will be queried and displayed in the form of computer maps, pie
charts, spreadsheets and reports, thereby creating a more intuitive way of understanding
spatially-referenced information.
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C. INSTITUTIONAL CONCERNS
As noted earlier, the introduction of street network files, coupled with GIS technology, is
transforming the way many public institutions undertake planning, analysis, and mapping
operations. Increasingly, the introduction of GISs in public agencies is altering the
responsibilities within organizations and affecting relationships between agencies.
Furthermore, the use of GIS technology is forging new relationships between public and
private entities, many of which have yet to be fully evaluated. GIS introduction is not a
neutral process within an organization. Research points to the fact that it is creating an
imperative that is requiring social and institutional change (NRC 1990). New
institutional relationships (e.g., inter-agency GIS committees, Data Standards
Committees, etc.) and operational requirements (e.g., the introduction of hardware and
staff skilled in computer use) are slowly evolving in response to the information
requirements of these systems.
D. STREET NETWORK INTEGRATION
Depending on the influence of individual agencies, each can play an important role in
providing map and attribute information of varying standards. Yet data exchange
involves more than simply transfering data from one system or organization to another.
For example, the ability to share data between municipal departments and their various
computer systems poses a very real problem in terms of data compatibility, system
maintenance, scale of analysis, and coordination. The successful transfer of data requires
a data model with accompanying standards on objects, attributes, and measurements
(Dueker and Vrana 1990). Some data sets (e.g., engineering drawings and planning
coverages) are maintained at differing levels of detail and representation, making transfer
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difficult and their future usefulness questionable. Technical and institutional problems
associated with linking street network files with other existing databases (e.g., land
registration, local property tax records, public utility inventories, etc.), as well as
standardizing data collection and exchange procedures in order to facilitate public
agencies to share data easily, must be solved if planners are to benefit from the synergies
created by their integration. Nevertheless, these changes will require users to overcome
entrenched professional and institutional differences which have previously kept such
integration from occurring in the past.
E. INTEGRATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Since various municipal departments have distinct basemap requirements for undertaking
their operations, it is unclear how network files such as TIGER, will be properly
integrated into these existing map sources. The GIS requirements of each department of a
municipal government are so diverse, that their base-mapping and data information
requirements will be incompatible with one another at times. Hence, what agency
managers should search for is not a GIS which rigidly attempts to integrate all municipal
operations, but a flexible set of base-mapping tools which can be used alone, or in
combination with other map coverages in order to accomplish the task at hand. The
challenge to GIS developers and managers is to clearly identify those base-mapping
combinations that are most important for each departmental operation. Geodetic and
address referencing hooks must be developed, allowing users to effectively integrate
network topology and address matching capabilities to polygon-oriented coverages
generated from other sources.
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Although the specific form of development of a master street network file will be in
response to local circumstances, MacGaffey and Shalit have noted some useful
recommendations to guide future developers who may wish to test the usefulness of
existing street network files for public purposes (MacGaffey and Shalit 1989):
(1) Assess the information requirements at the onset of system planning and
development.
(2) Perform afield check of candidate files.
(3) Document the activities that depend on each address-based file.
(4) Identify applications which will require addressed-based information.
(5) Lay out the institutional and financial considerations of maintaining a master
address file.
(6) Rally the support of all participants, using planned applications as the
inducement.
(7) Create a master address file and procedures for all participants to maintain
and use it.
(8) Pass an ordinance confirming the master address file as the authoritative
source for addresses.
(9) Implement a publicity campaign encouraging the public to clearly post
visible house numbers.
F. TECHNICAL MAINTENANCE RECOMMENDATIONS
Maintenance requirements for street network files should be a consideration from the
onset of system conception. A departmental user-needs assessment which outlines each
department's data requirements and data inventory also should be carefully implemented.
Such an assessment should clearly address which street network fields are necessary for
departmental operations and which are of secondary importance. If maintenance is to be
undertaken in a multi-user environment, one must determine which department is best
suited to maintain various types of information. It is important to identify a level of
accuracy necessary in terms of geographical precision and attribute accuracy, since there
are significant costs involved in maintaining coverages at a certain level of absolute,
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relative and attribute accuracy. By soliciting the cooperation of various participants in
this effort, valuable address information can be contributed while lowering the overall
costs. The following suggestions concern issues related to the structure and content of a
master address file which should be taken into account when developing a master street
network file.
NETWORK FILE DEVELOPMENT CHECKLIST
(1) Inventory all address related files. The inventory should include the original
sources for the file, format, content, sources of the information for maintenance,
and completeness.
(2) First it is necessary to establish a standardized street name list which would
be used to match and correct the existing street names in the road network file.
(3) Check and correct address range information in the street file. This could be
done using city and county assessing maps, utility maps, postal maps as a
reference.
(4) Compare the updated DIME or TIGER file to several existing address data
bases such as: an existing master street list; Post Office ZIP plus four list; city
utility billing list, to discover missing and incomplete street and address ranges.
(5) Correct the street names and addressing information in other departmental
databases which will be linked or related to the updated street network file by
address information.
(6) Associate the address master file with digitized large-scale graphic center-
line coverage.
(7) Extract the fields necessary to be utilized from various databases (e.g., parcel
level data, tax information, Dun and Bradstreet data, etc.) and combine them into
a comprehensive street network database.
(8) Adopt intersection numbers and incorporate them into the master address file
(9) Adopt record layout in which all address components are in separate fields
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(10) Have each record in the master address file include individual addresses
with right/left orientation, as well as cross street information.
(11) Leave room in each record for alternative street names such as route
numbers (MacGaffey and Shalit 1989).
Further attribute updating will occur incrementally as errors and revisions are noted by
city and county departments. By creating a master geofle that users share and maintain,
the network file can be properly updated. The introduction of data standards, which are
adhered to by all agencies responsible for data maintenance, is crucial in ensuring that
the information can be useful for continued city or county tasks. Nevertheless, a feasible
maintenance procedure is only one part of a larger street network maintenance program.
The following section explores existing institutional processes aimed at street network
integration and maintenance.
G. POSSIBLE INSTITUTIONAL SCENARIOS
The author has identified three possible institutional alternatives for the continued
maintenance of street network files in the public sector. The first is that the public and
private sector continue to rely on the Census Bureau to maintain these files nationwide.
The second alternative is that local governments maintain these files according to their
own ad-hoc needs and standards. The third alternative proposes that the states coordinate
a state-wide data integration and maintenance program in cooperation with regional
and/or county agencies.
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SCENARIO ONE
The first alternative of relying on the Census Bureau to keep these files current is
unrealistic, since it is not in the Census Bureau's interest to maintain up-to-date street
network information for every street segment in the country. Although, the Census
Bureau should be highly commended for the development of TIGER, it is beyond the the
capacity and responsibilities of the Census Bureau to update the address information for
the whole country at a scale of accuracy necessary for local government planning and
management operations. Furthermore, the Census Bureau has not made positive
statements regarding its commitment to the maintenance of street network files in the
periods between the decennial census.
SCENARIO TWO
The second proposal is the prevailing process, whereby local governments satisfy their
own information requirements, while undertaking ad-hoc street network development.
thereby and establishing local standards. Although such a process has it merits (e.g.,
locally defined information requirements and standards) it creates problems whenever
digital information from outside sources needs to be shared. This is a particular concern
at regional and state-levels which require information in compatible formats.
SCENARIO THREE
The author recommends that the primary responsibility for street network development
should be placed on the States which will then coordinate local implementation and
maintenance standards state-wide. Although this proposal places an added responsibility
at the state-level, the author feels that the states are best suited to establish data standards
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necessary for successful integration and maintenance of street network files.
H. PROPOSED STATE RECOMMENDATION
The third option places the state in the position of coordinating a decentralized spatial
data program, with the objective of integrating and maintaining road network coverage
state-wide. Such a program would delegate data maintenance responsibilities to local
agencies, while data standards, program administration and coordinating mechanisms
would be established at the state level. Furthermore, each state GIS or data centers
would work in cooperation with the U.S. Census Bureau to maintain standard technical
maintenance processes. The following are recommendations will address the necessary
roles and responsibilities that institutions must perform in order to harmonize the existing
discord regarding public sector implementation and maintenance of street network files
state-wide.
1. STATE AGENCY ROLE
In most cases, the states already have responsibilities to provide the public with state-
wide mapping resources. They can build upon this experience by providing the
leadership necessary to coordinate street network maintenance at the local level. A land
information committee, comprised of concerned parties from all levels of government
and the private sector, would be formed to help define information requirements, data
models, and maintenance procedures necessary to ensure a successful program.
Although this proposal requires overcoming tremendous institutional hurdles, it is
nevertheless, the only real option which has a chance of effectively decentralizing the
coordination of street network files nation-wide. Each state would inventory a state-wide
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network file which includes many of the fields in the current TIGER file. Although, the
states may not wish to include all attributes maintained by local government users,
features such as updated address ranges, new streets and street names, Census
information would be essential for state users.
The proposed state program would encourage local participation through various
incentive mechanisms, such as those instituted in Wisconsin. Although it is not within
the scope of this thesis to outline the specific state incentives necessary to encourage
local government participation, some possibilities could include: making state coverages
(e.g., water supply, soils, highways, etc.) available for local government use; technical
assistance in the form of training, hardware, software; and grants which would enable
local governments to maintain these files. Other types of incentives include a head tax
(Atlanta) and impact fees (San Bemardino).
In order to make the introduction of GIS technology at the local level as painless as
possible, the state GIS centers may not want to rigidly impose the adoption of a single
software standard (e.g., ARC/INFO) state-wide. Based on the experiences of other states
(e.g., Vermont, Massachusetts) a single standard may not prove to be affordable or
appropriate for all potential users (e.g., small local governments). Endorsing more
affordable, although less powerful software, may be a more practical altemative for some
of the smaller towns and villages. Endorsed software coupled with data maintenance
requirements would facilitate information exchange across hardware platforms and
software packages, thereby ensuring data compatibility state-wide. Local governments
would then be able to more easily provide county or regional agencies with quarterly
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road network updates. Similarly, network updates processed at the county and regional
level would be sent to the state GIS center on a quarterly basis.
2. LOCAL AGENCY ROLE
Local governments (e.g., cities and counties) would have the primary responsibility in
this inter-governmental arrangement for the state-wide maintenance of street network
files. Since cities and counties are best suited to maintain local street network
information as part of their operational tasks, it is proposed that they be responsible for
providing updates of local databases to the regional or state agency on a quarterly or
yearly basis. Among others, the databases would include files such as zoning, social
services, and local street networks. The types of information, data model, accuracy
standards, etc., would be determined by the state spatial data coordinating committee
(which would include local government representation). Nevertheless, local agencies
would be free to maintain other attributes necessary for their operations. For instance, in
using street network files to assist with the Califomia Congestion Management Program,
counties may wish to include network trip generation and transit routing information.
Depending on the resource constraints of each local government, data collection would
be done in-house or contracted out.
To help introduce local governments into this program, the state would provide
participating local governments with bundled hardware, software and databases useful as
entry level systems. Such a package would bundle software (mapping, database, GIS)
and local data (street network files, 1990 Census Data, and land-use coverages) for local
jurisdictions, creating a strong incentive for the local agencies to purchase the bundle and
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begin their transition to this technology with as little grief as possible. A variety of pre-
approved GIS software packages (e.g., MapInfo, Atlas/GIS, ARC/INFO) would be made
available depending on the availability of local government resources, technical
requirements, etc. Such a proposal allows local governments to enter the program at a
level they feel most comfortable in terms of finance and expertise.
3. REGIONAL AGENCY ROLE
It is proposed that regional planning agencies play a more active role in assisting local
governments in their street network development and maintenance. In places where local
governments may be unable to undertake their own street network updates, regional
agencies could provide an intermediate coordinating mechanism for state-wide street
network maintenance. This would also apply for areas where county government is weak
(e.g., New England). A regional data center would conform to state-wide street network
exchange standards which facilitate data exchange and integration of these files state-
wide. Furthermore, the regional agencies would also provide some limited training for
local (e.g., town and village) officials and staff on the process and necessity of adhering
to these standards.
The private sector would also play an important role in state-wide street network
maintenance efforts. As described in the previous chapters, private vendors, such as
ETAK and GDT, are now cooperating with local governments in attaining accurate street
network file updates on a quarterly basis. It is very possible that these firms, under
contract with the state and local agencies, could furnish local agencies and/or states with
enhanced road network information in addition to providing update services.
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Furthermore, these firms can play an important role in customizing locally maintained
road network files to suit a variety of public agency requirements. Nevertheless, it would
be absolutely necessary for govemments to ensure that the licensing agreement enable
data sharing state-wide.
I. PROPOSED FEDERAL RECOMMENDATIONS
Although the states will play a major function in any program attempting to maintain
street network files nation-wide, there are a number of federal agencies that will also
have important functions. The following section recommends some important directions
which should be considered by concemed federal agencies.
1. U.S. BUREAU OF THE CENSUS
The Census Bureau is currently evaluating exchange standards and anticipates local
digital updates to be a reality by 1995. The author recommends that the Census Bureau's
support the use of Standard Data Transfer Standard (SDTS), rather than an interim
TIGER-exchange standard for future TIGER updates. Since the Census Bureau expects
the private sector to develop the software to convert TIGER files into this new standard,
it is important that the Census Bureau provide the leadership necessary to migrate to
SDTS, rather than be committed to some interim standard (TIGER exchange). This will
send a positive signal to private sector software developers who are anxiously awaiting
federal resolve in the establishment of spatial exchange standards. Furthermore, the
Census Bureau should work with closely with designated state GIS data centers in
coordinating the technical maintenance process. Such initiatives would provide the
opportunity for the Census Bureau to receive timely digital street network and address
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range updates in format compatible with Census operational requirements.
2. U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
The author recommends that USPS provide added value to TIGER by implementing
these files and maintaining them for daily operations. Since the USPS is familiar with
addressing information nation-wide through its daily operations, it is well suited to
undertake the difficult job of maintaining address geo-referencing for the whole country.
The Postal Service already plans to market a nationwide list of American addresses to
private database companies. By linking their addressing and routing operations using a
TIGER based system, USPS and the public would benefit from the availability of
updated addressing files nationwide. Although the Postal Service can provide a
secondary source of street network data, its past inability to effectively use automated
technologies in performing its functions may slow any development of computerized
mapping and routing operations in its mission. Moreover, although the general public
would benefit greatly from such an undertaking, the benefits to the Postal Service have
not been calculated.
3. U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
It is recommended that the USGS National Mapping Division broaden its existing digital
map making effort to include the development of larger scale digital maps for urban
areas (e.g., 1:5000 scale). Although such coverage would be costly to develop for urban
areas throughout the country, the technology and the source materials (such as aerial
photos) are currently available for many areas. Such an initiative would provide a
repository of updated large-scale digital maps and reduce much of the redundancy arising
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from project-based map development. It should consider cooperating with the Census
Bureau, the Postal Service, and/or individual states in enhancing the existing TIGER line
fies at a large enough scale to satisfy the growing demand and which meet federal
mapping standards.
J. DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
The following is a list of six recommendations which the author as identified as
meaningful for continued research in this area.
1) MULTIPLE CASE STUDY RESEARCH
The research in this study was a combination of case study (Cambridge, MA),
survey and literature review. Further research in the implementation and
maintenance of street network files would benefit from detailed comparison and
contrast of multiple case studies. By investigating the implementation and
maintenance of street network files between a small number of comparable local
government agencies (e.g., towns, counties), one could provide a more in-depth
empirical description of these issues.
2) RANDOM SURVEY METHODS
Since the use of street network files is likely to grow tremendously over the years,
future research in this area (e.g., two years from now) would be well served by
randomly surveying local governments using and maintaining street network files.
It would also be useful to observe the long-term development and evolution of
street network file use and maintenance within local agencies. This case study
research would attempt to examine some of the long term patterns that are
evolving as these databases are adapted to local government use.
3) SPECIALIZED STREET NETWORK APPLICATIONS
This thesis attempted to undertake a broad evaluation of the applications of street
network files. Unfortunately, the author feels that this thesis was not able to give
this section due justice. Further research investigating useful applications of
road network files would help to confirm the value of using these files for urban
planning and management. Three areas of public applications were mentioned in
Chapter 3, and include: Urban Planning and Management; Transportation and
Public Works Engineering; and 991 Emergency Management and Safety.
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4) INSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Although this thesis dealt extensively with the institutional requirements
necessary for implementation and maintenance of street network files, further
case research focusing on the institutional requirements, particularly incentive
structures, necessary for local, regional and state agencies to maintain this
information could be very useful.
5) STREET NETWORK COVERAGE INTEGRATION
As more and more local, regional and state agencies undertake GIS development,
it will be useful to carefully evaluate the benefits of integrating these network
coverages with other coverages for analysis and determine what coverages
provide useful synthesis, at what scale and for what uses. This will undoubtedly
be possible only as more agencies develop multiple coverages for their GIS.
6) PRIVATE SECTOR APPLICATIONS
With the recent introduction of TIGER and affordable computing environments,
the private sector uses of street network files are estimated to dwarf current
public sector uses. Research investigating current and emerging street network
applications, such as marketing analysis and delivery routing, could prove
fruitful to the business community. Furthermore, the private sector's role in the
enhancement of street network files will be significant.
K. SUMMARY
It is hoped that this thesis has provided the reader with a meaningful introduction to the
implementation and maintenance of street network files for a number of government
planning and management operations. Although most local governments have been slow
to adopt new computer technology in the past, there is now a growing interest to integrate
this technology throughout government agencies. This development is occurring due to
the rich analytic and operational possibilities that this technology promises to local
government planning and management operations. Although the applications of this
technology are almost limitless, the technical and institutional measures necessary to
ensure meaningful use of street network files cannot be underestimated. Furthermore,
the continued maintenance of street network files, in combination with department
databases, presents particular challenges to local governments. The necessity of
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designing practical institutional and organizational structures to coordinate the
maintenance of these files becomes paramount. To conclude, it is hoped that the results
of this research has provided a useful reference for those individuals concerned with
pursuing the continued development of street network files in meeting public service
requirements.
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APPENDIX 1
PHONE INTERVIEW LIST
Arbeit, David, GIS Manager. Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Austin, Phone
Interview, Austin Department of Planning and Development, Austin, TX.
Bamberger, William, GIS Manager. Interview by author, 5 February 1991, San Diego,
Phone Interview, Regional Urban Information System (RUIS), San Diego, CA.
Blackmon, Constance, GIS Manager. Interview by author, 1 February 1991, Atlanta,
Phone Interview, Atlanta Regional Commission, Atlanta, GA.
Carvahan, Douglas, Data Manager. Interview by author, 5 February 1991, Boston, Phone
Interview, Metropolitan Area Planning Commission, Boston, MA.
Chapman, William, Interview by author, 5 March 1991, Reston, Phone Interview, U.S.
Geological Survey, Reston, VA.
Cooke, Donald, President. Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Lyme, Phone
Interview, Geographic Data Technology, Lyme, NH.
Davis, Paul, Director, Interview by author, 15 February 1991, Jackson, Phone Interview,
Mississippi Automated Resource Information System (MARIS), Jackson, MI.
Dingman, Charles, Chief, Interview by author, 5 February 1991, Washington D.C.,
Phone Interview, Geographic Base Development Branch, U.S. Bureau of the Census,
Washington D.C.
Drews, Pat, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Redlands, Phone Interview,
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), Redlands, CA.
Eichelberger, Pierce, GIS Project Coordinator, Interview by author, 5 February 1991,
Orlando, Phone Interview, Orange County GIS Project, Orlando, FL.
Fletcher, David, GIS Manager, Interview by author, 4 February 1991, Madison, Phone
Interview, Wisconsin Department of Transportation, Madision, WI.
Foresman, Tim, GIS Manger, Interview by author, 4 February 1991, Las Vegas, Phone
Interview, Clark County GIS Management Office, Las Vegas, NV.
Fusera, Randy, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Boston, Phone Interview,
Geography Department, U.S. Bureau of the Census, Boston, MA.
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Gibson, David, Professor, Interview by author, 4 February 1991, Gainsville, Phone
Interview, University of Florida Surveying and Mapping, Gainsville, FL.
Goetz, Rolf, Planning Consultant, Interview by author, 25 February 1991, Boston, Phone
Interview, Boston Redevelopment Authority (BRA), Boston, MA.
Gooch, Craig, GIMS Manager, Interview by author, 4 February 1991, San Bernardino,
Phone Interview, Geographic Information Management System (GIMS), San Bernardino
County,CA.
Holland, William, Director, Interview by author, 20 February 1991, Madison, Phone
Interview, Wisconsin Land Information Board, Madision, WI.
Hollister, Russell, Project Manager, Interview by author, 5 February 1991, Riverside,
Phone Interview, Riverside County Office of Education Data Processing Center,
Riverside, CA.
Kinzey, Stephen, Marketing Director, Interview by author, 8 February 1991, St Louis,
Phone Interview, McDonnell Douglas Built Environment Technologies, St. Louis, MO.
LaMacchia, Robert, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Washington D.C., Phone
Interview, Geography Section U.S. Bureau of the Census, Washington D.C.
Lockfeld, Frank, Director, Interview by author, 20 February 1991, San Jose, Phone
Interview, Santa Clara County Center for Urban Analysis, San Jose, CA.
McGregor, Dale, Project Manager, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Fort Collins,
Phone Interview, Utility Graphics Consulting (UGC), Fort Collins, CO.
O'Brien, Kevin, Planner, Interview by author, 1 February 1991, Arlington, Phone
Interview, City of Arlington Planning Department, Arlington, MA.
O'Conner, David, Director, Interview by author, 25 February 1991, Cambridge, Phone
Interview, Emergency Management Office, Cambridge, MA.
O'Neal, Robert, Director, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Arlington, Phone
Interview, North Central Texas COG Regional GIS, Arlington, TX.
Parrott, Robert, Director of Research, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, San Diego,
Phone Interview, San Diego Association of Governments, San Diego, CA.
Reed, Deborah, GIS Manager, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Reno, Phone
Interview, Washoe County Department of Comprehensive Planning, Reno, NV.
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Selby, Greg, GIS Manager, Interview by author, 11 February 1991, Dallas, Phone
Interview, City of Dallas Department of Planning and Development, Dallas, TX.
Shaw, Bill, GIS Manager, Interview by author, 5 February 1991, Milwaukee, Phone
Interview, City of Milwaukee GIS, Milwaukee, WI.
Trobia, Gene, GIS Manager, Interview by author, 5 March 1991, Tucson, Phone
Interview, Pima County IMAGIN Project. Tucson, AZ.
Votour, Gary, Interview by author, 20 February 1991, Fitchberg, Phone Interview,
Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission, Fitchberg, MA.
Westerfeld, Frederick, GIS Manager, Interview by author, 4 February 1991, Baltimore,
Phone Interview, Baltimore Regional Planning Commission, Baltimore, MD.
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APPENDIX 2
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE:
A. NETWORK FILES (CENSUS/DIME):
1) I understand your agency has, or is in the process of, integrating street network files
(such as Dime/Tiger files) into the municipal GIS?
2) For which purposes are each of your departments using these files:
(Indicate uses)
Address Matching
Transportation Planning
Planning Analysis
Bus Routing
Pin Mapping
Noticing /Mailings
School Enrollment
Other:
Street Networking
Base Mapping
Vehicle Routing
Impact Assessment
Demographic Analysis
Siting Analysis
Emergency Response
3) What sources of street network files is your agency using (e.g. DIME, TIGER, ETAK
or other network files)? Why?
* If TIGER/DIME data,
As provided by the Census?
With some enhancements?
What kinds of enhancements?
4) What are the advantages of street network files that convinced your agency to use
them for the above purposes?
5) Which departments are and/or will be the most active users of the Street Network
Data? Why? For What purpose?
6) How are the above uses integrated with other GIS operations and analysis.
7) Are any other departments within your agency using street network files for general
base mapping functions (e.g. block boundaries, street routing)? If so, for which
functions?
8) What other coverages are currently integrated with your street network coverage? (e.g.
parcel maps, engineering maps, zoning, land use, ortho-photos, etc.).
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9) For which purposes are network data integrated with other layers of data. How are
they used?
* Address Matching *Notifications *Routing
10) Currently, how useful is street network data for your agency? What are some
potential uses for street network data if you had the option to implement it?
11) What do you and your counterparts see as some of the main problems of integrating
street network data into a city-wide GIS?
* Accuracy *Maintenance *Limited applications
B. TIGER QUESTIONS:
1) What is wrong with TIGER?
What do you feel are the main limitations of street network files for general base
mapping functions (e.g. block , tract and political boundaries)?
Accuracy? Maintenance? Limited Applications?
2) Did your GIS shop migrate from DIME to TIGER? If so, has it been a smooth and
successful and complete migration?
3) If still using DIME, why has your agency not migrated to TIGER?
C. OTHER TYPES OF STREET NETWORK FILES:
1) Why did your agency choose to use the existing street file network data (other than
TIGER/DIME)?
2) How satisfied are you with the network files you now have?
3) What are some of the advantages that your network files have over the TIGER/DIME
files?
4) What additional features would you like your existing network files to have in order
to better undertake your operations?
5) What do you see as some of the disadvantages of your existing network coverages?
*Accuracy *Maintenance *Expense
Explain:
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D. NETWORK FILE MAINTENANCE?
How do you maintain your existing street network coverages?
* In house *Purchase upgrades *Public agencies * Other
If Inhouse:
1) Are street network coverage enhancements (e.g. new roads, addresses, etc.) digitized
and entered manually?
2) Which departments (and who within those departments) is responsible for
undertaking this maintenance work?
3) How often is this file maintenance undertaken?
* Monthly? Yearly? Whenever its a problem?
4) What standards, if any, exist for maintaining compatibility with exiting street network
file items(e.g. record type, record number, feature name).
Are you working with the Census to maintain their formatting standards?
5) How does the responsible department/agency coordinate the maintenance procedure
with other concerned departments at the local, regional, state, and national (Census,
USGS) agencies.
* Do you see a need for such coordination for network files? Why? How?
6) What are some problems with your existing maintenance procedures ?
* Coordination with other data users.
* Need for expertise in dealing with network files.
* Lack of Standards in coding data.
* Lack of maintenance Schedule.
* Other?
9) How are you undertaking quality control of existing street network coverages?
* Overlay on an existing street coverage?
* Do you perceive accuracy to be a problem?
10) Are there plans for sharing street network coverage data (and other coverages) with
other agencies (local, regional, state, Census)? How?
If Purchased:
1) What were the reasons for purchasing value added street network files?
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* Cost * Lack of trained personnel * Time restrictions
2) How often do you foresee getting upgrades?
*Every year? Every few years? Why?
3) Do you find you need to enhance your purchased network files?
If so, why, and how often.
4) Are you satisfied with your network files?
* Are they accurate enough for your needs
* Who did you buy them from, and what software are you using with them?
* Do you find this option to be a cost effective way to get street network information
without going through the development time.
Explain.
E. CONCLUDING QUESTIONS:
1) Is there anyone else that you would recommend talking to regarding the
implementation, use and maintenance of network file data at the municipal or county or
level?
2) Can you suggest other cities that are actively integrating TIGER into their GIS's, or
are planning to do so?
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